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INTRODUCTIONS

Letters from
the Editors

with real human experiences and thoughts, that captivate

Events and Interviews; Read of the many trips to places

Finally, to the Ajou community thank you for allowing us

our audience with each word. This goal has been achieved

within Korea organized by the GSIS department and friends

to have a platform to bring our thoughts to life. Without

due to the managerial timelines of the editors along with

from NUBI Ajou. The writers will take you with them as they

readers, our art would not be communicated effectively;

their team of writers. Each editor’s theme was assigned as

recall their experience. Sit in on special lectures that will

so we thank you. We hope that, to you our readers, this

follows:

have you thinking outside the box.

Gazette edition is a “book” that you want to read.

Global Views; Have a read of the globally diverse views of

It is fitting to say that this masterpiece is a compilation

“If there’s a book that you want to read, but it hasn’t been

international students. Open your mind to thought provoking

of thoughts and experiences that have never been written

Managing Editor

Editor

written yet, then you must write it.” - Toni Morrison

issues around the world as the writers prompt you to effect

before by international student in GSIS. To our beloved

Welcome to all readers of this, the 33rd edition of the

change.

Professor Troy B. Felver, we would like to thank him for

Shanel Green
Jamaica
Energy Science & Policy

Lizeth Barros
Ecuador
Int’l Trade

Graduate School of international Studies (GSIS) Gazette. We,

Where are you from?; In this section writers will present

fostering our creativity as he guided us through this process,

the editors and writers of GSIS, have continuously strived

their countries to you. Allowing you the reader to venture

making this happen in such a short time. We would also

Editor

Editor

to make this publication interesting and fun. We seek to

into their homeland and visualize their culture, landscapes,

like to thank the GSIS staff members, especially Ms. Jane

create not just a “book” with words, but a “book” filled

wildlife, and technology.

Yoo and Ms. Jieun Kim, for helping us in every possible way.

Elena Lenkina
Russia
NGO Studies

Wei Jie
China
Int’l Trade
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So, you are going into business. What good is law?

class, and then we spend the next fifteen weeks learning

Business schools all over the world teach a standard

about how to unlock this value in our lives. Such value-

curriculum of Accounting, Finance, Information Systems,

enhancement is so simple that we don’t even think about

and Management. But most also include a number of

it, but it is the lynchpin the has marked the upward

legal classes. Why? Law can be conservative, traditional,

surge of human progress and development… the idea

and backward-looking, while commerce is our future,

that we can peaceably trade and exchange together,

creating innovation and building the world of tomorrow.

with no broader relationship beyond our base desires,

If you are a going into business, what is the value of law?

and both get richer in the process. It also gives me an

Business and Ajou GSIS

I have been fortunate enough to be able to teach

incentive, anchored in self-interest, that is far more

Gazette Advisor

budding businessmen and women about these subjects

enduring that any human rights that are fashionable at

for more than a few years now. Those students I have

the time. I want you to exist, even if I don’t particularly

been lucky enough to meet have learned about a number

like you, because your existence makes me money.

of areas where law can facilitate their commercial

Thus, while contracts are about money, they actually

interactions and even make society better.

serve a more noble purpose, encouraging peace through

Introductions

By Troy B. Felver
Ajou University School of

mutually beneficial trading relationships.
We often learn about win-win bargaining. It’s a

Contracts,
Corporations and A Better World

wonderful idea, to expand and then divide a larger pie.

My business students also learn about corporations.

Incredibly appealing, intuitively. Who would not want

In our first class, we learn a corporation is a person,

to foster a situation where everyone ends up happier?

kind of. While being a sort-of-person initially seems to

There is one problem, however: most of life is a zero-

make as much sense as being half pregnant, we take

sum game. Either I have control, or you do. If you have

this theory to help us understand the corporation as

success, it often comes at my expense. There is only one

a venue for human cooperation. No person, however

gold medal in each event, and having 48 valedictorians

hardworking, can really accomplish much on her own.

dilutes the meaning of the term to pointlessness. Much

But, people forged into a block can change the world,

of life is a Hobbesian struggle of fighting to get the

or at least a little piece of it. Each member, whether

prize, where people do whatever it takes to succeed.

it be the executives, board members, stockholders,

To pretend that life offers an unlimited array of smiling,

or employees, wants to maximize his own gains from

happy choices, and all it takes is someone, with a very

the success of the enterprise. What is the genius of a

big brain, to unlock the bounty and share the riches of

corporation is that its finely-crafted rules and checks and

the world from the mountaintop, ignores the empirical

balances do the most humanly possible to unite a motely

reality of millennia’s worth of human conflict and

group of strangers working together on a common goal,

struggles for primacy. Business is often about brutal

usually profit, with stable expectations that no one is

competition, theft, rent-seeking, and power plays to

able to capture outsized gains from her contribution.

achieve dominance. Where is the win-win here?

In short, corporations bring unrelated and sometimes
(often?) hostile people to work together, united only

For some students, I am lucky enough to show a

by their own greed and self-interest. This structure

way. First, in contracts, relationships are reductively

takes human nature and spins it for the betterment of

beautiful. In every contract, both parties perceive that

humanity, and it is why the corporate form has become

they are better off. I get the widget of my dreams, and

such a popular way to conduct business all over the

all it costs me is a swipe of the credit card. You, having

world.

a surplus of widgets, value my money far more. We are

04

both happier, and richer, at the end of the transaction

Each semester I am delighted to introduce business

than before it. This is the archetypal example of win-

students to how the law makes not only richer but

win we read about in our textbooks, but rarely see in

better. Law provides nobility to business and society, and

our offices. I explain this to students during our first

I am lucky to spread the word.
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Introductions

Prof. By Iain Watson

exploited by those who William Tyndale’s 1526 New

win can begin to sound a little bit like Marxism. Heaven

Testament translation termed the ‘powers that be’. They

forbid. Each according to his needs and everyone’s a

do it rather well in fact, usually to divert from a chaos

winner, as they say. But surely zero-sum can also help

of their own making: they enjoy the divisive squabbles

identify areas and gaps to help spot a problem. Zero-

over diverse interpretations of religious texts; they enjoy

sum does not have to mean a Hobbesian brutality and

the diversionary squabbles over ‘the right food’. Indeed

the axiom that life is brutish, nasty and short. Good

(and as an aside to a vocal minority of students) it would

old post-civil war (not the Abe Lincoln/General Lee

probably be best to bring and buy your own food if you

one) Thomas Hobbes and his Leviathan. Zero-sum

Graduate School of

feel your very existence and your Universal Food Rights

does not have to mean anarchy. No, in my view this

International Studies

(UFR) have been fatally undermined by the hospitality

is a caricature, a naughty debating strategy Professor

(and free lunch) offerings of Korean food in a Korean

Troy is using and I know your game! No, I’m not falling

restaurant in Korea. I suppose it’s all about having

(bad double negative?) for the false choice you have

choice, choice and even more choices which ironically

cunningly created between the zero-sum and the win-

are established neo-colonial English conservative values.

win. Adam Smith talked about how our self-interest can

Hilarious, and amidst all these contradictions, the

lead to a greater society through the invisible hand.

powers that be build their swimming pools (why is having

Zero-sum can do the same. It’s real and it’s genuine.

a swimming pool such a sign of status for these people-

Win-win is a clever tactic from which a justification for

did they miss out on school swim days or something?).

exploitation, repression, alienation, wealth and power

Do SUVs really equate with happiness or were they (and

lurks in every corner. Zero-sum is kinder, softer and more

their drivers), as I increasingly suspect, merely put on

cuddly, surely? Done properly it can create genuine free

this planet with the sole aim of annoying me when I

and fair trade and not the inebriated monstrosity of the

cross zebra-crossings in Seoul. Is professor Troy’s win-

‘Europeans only’ EU project of freedom of movement.

win implying all that! I hope not because I have a second

How easy terms such as freedom and inclusivity can

hand 15 year old Samsung car that has a hole in it. On

become a docile double-speak for wage exploitation,

Mr Bentham’s (and presumably Professor Troy’s) logic,

ethnic cleansing and state totalitarianism. In any case do

this empirical ‘fact’ (so said Mr Gradgrind) would make

I really want to go and visit some of the more disquieting

me, in their utilitarian world, some kind of a manic

territorial enclaves of the EU? I don’t think so, mainly

Associate Professor

Your esteemed Professors do hearken each
other and whence do battle thus
on the playing fields of Eton

Well-well, is it really win-win and is win-win really

The idea, I’m presuming, is that utilitarian ‘happiness’

depressive in need of serious therapy. Well there’s

because the bottled beer usually comes from some highly

that good or worth winning anyway? The recent 2018

for the greatest majority (like a happy democracy)

the rub. In International Relations we have learned in

dubious sources. It’s an EU freedom that is protectionist,

Panmunjeom inter-Korean summit seemed to confirm a

is the ultimate in moral winning and justification for

class that it’s all about zero-sum politics. Realists like

exploitative, hypocritical and manipulative. This is not

kind of win-win for both the Korea’s. But one question

any action. It seems reasonable and seductive. It also

Thucydides and Machiavelli, they had a way with words

the Europe that I campaigned for at university. It’s been

that might be raised from all this good television and

inevitably leads to a calculative quantification of ethics.

and they say that my gain in power is your loss of power.

hi-jacked by the rentier states and the wizened wizards.

carefully contrived imagery and choreography is a win-

Slippery slope: intentions, anyone, anyone? It can of

Seems fair, swings and roundabouts, swings and arrows.

It’s about as tragic (or comedic I suppose) as a George

win can surely occur but on whose terms? And what has

course be a philosophical outlook exploited by more

Like it or loathe it, it’s my reality. Power and wealth,

Soros character wittering on about the ‘Open Society’

been lost for South Korea in the apparently ‘urgent’

disreputable politicians beavering away in some tin-

snobbery and decay, it’s all merely transferred from

whilst systematically destroying societies through ‘the

clamor for win-win and hunger for Nobel Prizes? Is win-

pot government ministry somewhere. Oh yes, they say

one perception to another, and echoes back again. So

margins.’ But ‘how dare you disagree with me’ I hear

win the same as gain-gain? Can win-win be asymmetric?

they care for the happiness of ‘the people’ (it’s always

‘how much is enough Gordon?’, asks Charlie Sheen’s

the no-platform liberals retort, and with such amazing

Do intentions, for instance, matter in a particular matrix

‘the people’ isn’t it). This plaintively absurd term can

character Bud Fox in the 1987 film Wall Street. Clearly

passion! Go home Voltaire they would probably say to

or form of win-win? Is there a form of genuine or fake

help justify government abuse, cultivate xenophobia

Donald Trump has perfected this role to a tee. Well,

Candide’s creator, slightly missing the point of their own

win-win? Indeed, as Professor Troy admits in his opening

and sow the seeds for ethnic cleansing or genocide.

‘It’s not about how much’ the affable Mr Gekko replies,

point. But I digress. So, Professor Troy, back to the win-

gambit in this Gazette issue who would not want to

Now all this seemingly subliminal energy comes with an

‘it’s all about winning and losing.’ President Kennedy

win and zero-sum issue, must we agree to disagree? Must

foster a situation where everyone ends up happier.

apparent need for making, owning, selling and ‘doing

similarly once wrote that a ‘rising tide carries all boats’.

we now do vengeful combat? Must we honorably retreat

Quite so, but then I put it to you, Professor Troy, I

deals’ over rather phallic-shaped nuclear missiles. It

Presumably, such statements serve to ease any left-over

at ten paces, our civil war muskets primed, ready once

suspect you have a sneaking admiration for Jeremy

also comes under the auspices of the un-ironic term

entrails of a conscience, if they ever had one. Ironically

more to go forth unto the breach? Or shall we just go for

Bentham. I’m a bit of a Kantian, as you well know.

multiculturalism. Cultural stereotyping can always be

though, from a political economy perspective, win-

a highly politically incorrect Cass and Indian curry? RSVP
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To understand why countries, benefit from international

within the World Trade Organization and are mandatory

trade, it is important to understand that all countries

for all members, a partial scope agreement that seeks

have absolute and comparative advantages. This theory

to partially free trade between countries, economic

was developed by David Ricardo on the basis of Adam

complementation agreements that they allow a greater

Smith’s theory; an absolute advantage occurs when a

scope to the liberation of barriers between two countries

country produces a greater number of units with fewer

and fixed preference agreements which allow the total

resources than another, on the other hand a comparative

or partial reduction in specific tariff items; customs

Lizeth Barros

advantage shows that countries can benefit from trade

union that establishes a common external tariff towards

Ecuador

since each country should produce the goods in which

non-member states, a free trade agreement that frees

Int’l Trade

they have a lower opportunity cost regardless of the

the products of tariff barriers and reduces non-tariff

assets in which they have an absolute advantage.

barriers to trade in goods and services.

The Heckscher-Ohlin model of trade on the other hand

Among the main trade agreements are: Mercosur which

shows that countries specialize in exporting goods whose

has 6-member states and 6 associates (Argentina, Brazil,

production is intense using a factor that is abundant and

Paraguay, Uruguay, Venezuela, and Bolivia). However,

on the other hand imports goods that use resources that

Venezuela is suspended from the agreement and Bolivia

are scarce in the country.

is in the process of entering; NAFTA was signed by

Global Views

Why are trade agreements
important?

the United States, Canada and Mexico; Trans-Pacific
There are several theories that demonstrate the

Partnership, TPP with 11 members (Australia, Brunei,

importance and benefit of foreign trade for countries.

Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand,

From this necessity the trade agreements are created.

Peru, Singapore and Vietnam).

A trade agreement is a negotiation between two or
more countries with the aim of increasing trade usually

Countries are becoming aware of the importance of

committing to the signatory countries to improve the

the signing of trade agreements. Chile, for example,

conditions with less protectionist policies for the entry

according to the new newspaper (Nuevo Diario),

of products from another signatory country against the

“It is the country that has signed more commercial

entry of products from countries outside the agreement

agreements in the world, a total of 26, reaching 64

and in return they obtain reciprocity from the signatory

economies that in turn, they represent 85% of the World

countries.

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and 63% of the planet’s
population (some 4.6 billion people).” It is important to

There are several benefits of trade agreements among

say that Chile has now been invited to G20 meetings and

which stand out: the increase of access to markets with

is improving its development compared to other South

lower tariffs, improvement of national production and

American countries. This could be due to their increased

employment, expansion of the export sector both in

trade.

value and volume and product diversification, access to
products of lower cost and better quality, attraction of

In conclusion, even though trade agreements have

foreign investment, poverty reduction, among others.

advantages and disadvantages in most cases the benefits

Trade agreements are important because barriers to

outweigh the disadvantages. It creates more competitive

trade between countries are eliminated, members’

and efficient markets, products at lower prices for the

competitiveness increases, and their economic

customer and an exchange with clear rules for global

efficiency improved. By competing openly, countries

players. Trade agreements are of high importance to

are forced to increase productivity, reduce costs, and

governments and have a direct relationship with the

offer better quality products with lower price for the

quality of life of the inhabitants.

final customer. There are several types of agreements,
including multilateral agreements that are specified
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RECEP

Global Views
their intentions to join the TTP; however, after the
US withdrawal, a new version of the agreement was
drafted.
Ana Luisa Velasco
Albarran

As its name states, the Comprehensive and Progressive

Mexico

Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership, goes beyond

Int’l Trade

the traditional idea of exchange of goods and services;
its main goal is to offer a more coordinated approach
to expanding trade and to reinforce global supply
chains. The CPTPP is a revolutionary agreement; not
only because of its geographical scope, but because it
has managed to unite both developed and developing
economies. The task is challenging, because it deals
with complementary and directly-competitive industries.
The differences among members and the variety of
approaches and standards called for commitments
regarding domestic policy reforms. The agreement

CPTPP
a Revolutionary
Agreement

includes issues such as: labor regulations, environmental
protection, state-owned enterprises, governance, and
a chapter solely dedicated to the competitiveness of
Small and Medium Enterprises. Although standardization

CPTPP

was promoted, special protections have been allowed
to certain countries in specific industries, and a few
individual deals; such as a special agreement on

access for its dairy products into Japan, Canada, and

geopolitical strategy to counterweight China and the

automobiles between Canada and Japan.

Mexico; Vietnam’s 3.5% increase in its GDP (by 2030) and

RECEP[1] initiative, the withdrawal of the US, gave more

FDI in waste management and energy supply in Brunei.

validity to the CPTPP member countries’ commitment to

Due to the members’ differences, the benefits and

However, no deal is made without trade-offs, many

cooperate and promote economic ties. The back down of

The Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for

downsides will be different, although all will benefit

developed countries’ labor organizations have voiced out

the U.S meant the loss of a potential market of around

Trans-Pacific Partnership, also known as TTP-11, is a free

from tariff tax exemptions and exports diversification.

their fear of an increase of “job-seeking” immigrants

250 million consumers and plenty business opportunities;

trade agreement signed by 11 countries, from 3 different

Experts believe that the developed economies: Australia,

and possible displacement of workers. Many other groups

however, a study by the Canadian Minister of Economy

continents; Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan,

Canada, Japan, New Zealand and Singapore are to

are concerned about the effects on domestic companies

revealed that it could actually be beneficial, as there

New Zealand, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, Singapore, and

benefit from intellectual property rights, cross-border

caused by price competition; such is the case of the

will be less competition and enhanced efforts to look for

Vietnam.

data flows, provide services and take advantage of the

Mexican shoe industry, which must become globally

new market share among the current members. This is

The CPTPP Agreement, which was signed on 8 March

growing market economies. The developing economies

competitive or run the risk of being driven out of

contrary to the common practice of focusing on bigger

2018, has a combined market of 495 million people and

would benefit from new export markets, technology

business. Different tariff reduction schedules were set up

economies.

a GDP of $13.5 trillion.

transfer, and the traditional product diversification

to prevent industry damages, however, the competitive

The CPTPP is being perceived as a step closer to APEC’s

and a “temporary job” program. Furthermore, experts

nature of economics will still play its role. Australia and

ambition of a free trade area in the Asia Pacific region.

agree that investments are very likely to show a positive

Chile both have a wine industry that will compete for

It is a revised version of the original agreement “Trans-

increase, not due only because of the FDI, but driven

market share, the countries will also compete for market

Pacific Partnership (TTP)”, which included the US.

by domestic investment to increase capacity and the

share in selling agricultural produce.

Colombia, Philippines, Indonesia, Taiwan, Thailand

spillover of skills acquisition. Among the expected

and Sri Lanka. South Korea, had also voiced out

benefits of the CPTPP are: New Zealand new market

10

[1] The Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership, is a
free trade agreement initiative between the ASEAN countries
(Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, the
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam) and their existing
FTA partners (Australia, China, India, Japan, South Korea and
New Zealand).

Although the original TPP, was perceived as a U.S
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Global Views

mediator among them. Commonwealth Independent

Europe is through Kazakhstan. This shows that without

States unification was created from the former model

establishing unification among themselves they cannot

of Soviet Union and led by Russia. In the last five years,

succeed on the global market.

Russia has faced many economic and political issues with

Maksudov
Mashkhurbek
Uzbekistan
Int’l Trade

Central Asia Unification

Western and European countries. These issues have a

According to an analysis of the Trade Ministry of

direct effect on partner countries such as the Central

Uzbekistan, the trade volume with neighbor countries

Asian territories. The sanctions and inflation in Russia

can be increased 10 times more than current trade

have had a negative effect on its partner countries. The

volume if it will be encouraged by partner countries.

CIS unification was not satisfying its members, which

There are many resources and products which each

have a direct impact on the Russian economy. Periods of

country can supply to each other. There are many

global inflation in 2008 and 2011 were correlated with

advantages of doing trade and interaction with neighbor

reduced trade volume between Central Asian territories

countries instead of other far away countries. These

and Russia. China, during this period, still showed

include reduced transportation cost, cultural unity,

stable growth. One of the reasons for economic stability

less language barrier and similar levels of economic

in China is the stable political relations with other

development will create a good environment for them to

countries.

support each other by trade. On the other hand, sharing

Russia’s recent policy changes and resolutions to

of natural resources, water and energy resources will be

political conflicts has brought positive effects to Central

equally supplied to all the Central Asian territories.

Asian territories. The Central Asian countries under CIS

Recently at the end of March 2018, in Astana, the capital

membership did not have positive interactions with each

city of Kazakhstan, there was an official meeting of

Central Asia stretches from the Caspian Sea in the west

some area of expertise during their time in the Soviet

other on trade and policy, they only focused on working

Central Asian countries’ presidents. Since independence,

to China in the east and from Afghanistan in the south to

Union and supported each other. Russia was an industrial

with Russia, China and Europe. In recent time however,

there has not been such a meeting among regional leaders

Russia in the north. The region consists of five countries

country and the rest of the members of the Soviet

with the changing of the president of Uzbekistan,

without involving another big country such as Russia or

Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kirgizstan, Turkmenistan, and

Union were suppliers of raw materials and agricultural

Central Asia has started to change its direction. The

China. This time these countries have realised that they

Tajikistan.

products. By being independent, Central Asian countries

countries now seem to be looking for opportunities

have common issues and problems which can be solved

All Central Asian countries have the same historical

started to build political and economic relationships with

for stabilizing trade and economy by establishing good

more efficiently by uniting together instead of letting

background, common traditions and culture. However,

developed Western, Asian and European countries. They

political and economic partnerships with neighbours. The

another big country get involved in their problems to

after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, all the

also developed good relationships with each other. The

main priority of the new president of Uzbekistan was to

help them. Central Asia can be considered to be a family

constituent countries became independent. At the same

main barriers holding them back from each other were

rebuild a good friendship with neighbouring countries.

of countries. When any of them are in trouble, it will

time, Central Asian countries became independent as

border issues, natural resources and high competition for

Uzbekistan is in the center of the central Asian countries

have a direct effect on its family members, more so

well.

regional leadership, especially between Uzbekistan and

and it has a significant political position in regards to

than other “big brother” countries. In this case; better

During the first and second decades after independence,

Kazakhstan.

its geographic location. Each country plays a key role

relationships and greater unification in Central Asia will

there were many political and economic issues among

On the other hand, Russia had a significant effect on

for each other. For example, the shortest way to reach

encourage stable growth for all constituent territories.

Central Asian countries. Independence did not give

Central Asia. The main role of Russia was to be a “big

to China from Uzbekistan is through Kyrgyzstan, to the

privilege to these countries. Each country specialized in

brother” for the central Asian countries and act as a

Middle East is through Turkmenistan and to Russia and

12
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UK, where most of its citizens voted to leave the

companies in the world are from the UK, but after the

European Union. This complex decision was influenced

crisis, they were affected too. Making a parenthesis, this

by cultural and social factors of its citizens. Hence,

reduction of “hegemonic power” in the international

with the information obtained from the - (World Bank,

markets can be linked to Donald Trump’s victory with

2018), the graph shows a significant growth of UK GDP

its slogan “Make America Great Again” too. According

(Gross Domestic Product) since the year 2001, from

to (Strange, 1996) identity of citizens is important,

1.622 billion USD to 3.074 billion USD in the year 2007.

and the United States has also been losing presence

Cristian Vasquez

According to (Abel, Bernake, & Croushore, 2017) GDP

worldwide. At the same time, China’s economy became

Ecuador

is used to measure the economic evolution of a specific

a new competitor in global markets during the last years

Int’l Business

country. Moreover, its significant rising had taken place

making UK struggle with its economy too. In addition,

while it was a member of the European Union, increasing

after the steady growth of GDP in the year 2014, there

its position in the world markets, and strengthening the

was a significant decrease in the UK’s GDP again. Finally,

sterling pound. This can be argued, with the goals of

in a brief and sporadic way, the Brexit decision of Britain

EU that was mentioned before. However, a significant

can be understood. However, this is a process that will

lessening of GDP was noted after the year 2007.

take years to develop, but for now, UK is facing new

Global Views

hitches in its economy such as import prices increase

“Brexit” The Transition Towards an Unclear
International Political Economy

Because of the Lehman Brothers (financial company of

with a slow economic growth which will lead to reducing

the US) that went bankrupt, the developed countries in

the standard of living of Britain’s citizens according to a

the year 2008 suffered an economic crisis and recession

search of (Amadeo, 2018).

emphasizing the price of globalization. In addition,

In conclusion, nowadays big countries are facing a new

countries such as Germany and Belgium were recovering

approach to their International Political Economy, an

from crisis, which was seen by the projecting of a

important transition that says, “Protectionism and

positive GDP growth rate. However, the United Kingdom

fewer agreements”. If Brexit has benefits, only time will

GDP growth rate during the year 2009 dropped to

tell, until then leaders must analyze the direction of

0.7% according to the official publication of European

international politics and how it affects its citizens.

Communities (European Commission, 2009).
Therefore, the advantages of belonging to the European
Union for the United Kingdom showed flaws. It is
important to mention that another, but the not less

Throughout history, during the twentieth century,

States of America became a symbol of hegemonic

important fact was the declining of world presence

countries around the world suffered changes in

power, but at the same time, European economies were

in the UK in the world, adding the discontent on its

multidimensional axes such as: economic, social, culture,

struggling to keep a good position in the international

citizens too. This “loosing of presence” can be argued

politics, and technology, which is well-defined in one

markets too. Thus, in summary, the following events

with the reduction of GDP. Most of the big multinational

word “globalization”. Let us keep in mind, the Bretton

happened chronologically in Europe: Treaty of Rome –

Woods Agreement established in 1944, which marked the

1957, Single European Act – 1986, and finally during the

before and after, of the course of markets and hegemonic

1990 decade: the ‘Maastricht’ Treaty on European Union

power of the world. Consequently, important institutions

in 1993 and the Treaty of Amsterdam in 1999 (European

as The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund

Union, 2018). Therefore, the European Union consisted

were created. Hence, the International Monetary Fund

of: barriers elimination to trade, harmonized taxes, and

(IMF) since now, was created with a specific purpose
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In the transportation sector, light electric cars have

Global Views

been introduced widely into the market. This technology
is a new choice and is a way to reduce fossil fuel
dependence. However, still there are some issues
to solve, principally infrastructure to fast charging,
increasing distance range per charge, reducing costs of
cars, and increasing batteries lifetime.
Adrian Moreno Diaz

In 2016, over 750 thousand electric vehicles were sold

Ecuador

around the world, mostly in China and United States[5].

Energy Science & Policy

Additionally, during 2009 – 2016, batteries costs have
reduced significantly, and battery energy density has
increased, meaning that battery energy costs (USD/kWh)
are decreasing rapidly, directly reducing costs of these
vehicles.
According to energy market tendencies, it is expected

Energy
and
market
perspectives

that for 2025 light electric vehicles will reach around 40
million units, meaning a big change in energy supply. Not
only reducing fossil fuel consumption in transportation
sector, but also increasing electricity demand to supply
energy to electric vehicles.
The energy sector has a new panorama with new
perspectives, principally due to an increase of renewable
energy in electricity generation and the new load as is
electric vehicles. These changes help the sector, because
of diversification of sources to supply and produce

Energy is key in social development, it is present in all

high energy costs, and limitations of energy sources

electricity from renewable energy and hydropower and

electricity, reducing dependence on only one source,

sectors: industry, residential, commerce, transport, etc.

have boosted research and development in many areas

wind energy are its principal sources. Also, Denmark

especially in transportation.

[3]

Until now, the most important energy source used is

as renewable energy, to reduce oil dependence and use

expects for 2022 more than 70%

oil, and it has been converted into a precious treasure,

natural and renewable sources in the energy sector.

from wind energy.

habitants, particularly in the transportation sector

called by some countries “black gold”.

Nowadays, more natural resources have been used and

On the demand side, energy efficiency plays an

because of the use of electric vehicles which can be

Due to increased energy demand produced by

new technologies have appeared to reduce operational

important role and has been key to controlling and

charged at home as an appliance. For the future it

population, industrialization, and commerce, oil demand

costs. Thus, hydro, solar, wind, biomass and geothermal

optimizing energy uses. It’s also known as an energy

is expected that buses and trucks will be power by

has grown considerably. In terms of reserves and future

projects have been installed around the world, reaching

resource that every country has in abundance and is

electricity. This will be a new challenge for the electric

uses, oil has always been debated, and this has affected

a participation in electricity production of more than

the quickest and least costly way to reduce operational

and energy sector in technical, social, economic and

energy costs and consequently the world economy.

23%[1] of total global electricity production.

costs.

environment terms.

Since the last century, especially after the “Industrial

Currently, many countries have bet aggressively for

Tasks like labeling consumption rates and implementing

Revolution”, global energy demand has increased rapidly,

renewable energy as the main source to produce

standards have allowed for year-by-year reductions

[2]

of its electricity comes

These actions will also affect the society and its

and several energy sources were exploited to supply it.

electricity. Some successful examples are: Uruguay ,

in the consumption of energy in appliances, engines,

[1] https://www.iea.org/topics/renewables/

Depending on prices, availability, and personal interests,

found in South America, in last ten years reached around

industrial devices, lighting systems, vehicles, and

[2] https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/dec/03/

each country around the world exploited their different

94.5% of its electricity production from renewable

industrial consumption. Last years’ energy efficiency

resources, such as wood, coal, oil, gas, and others.

energy, principally from wind and biomass. Costa Rica,

rates have been increased reaching an improvement of

[3] https://www.iea.org/publications/renewables2017/

This scenario of energy production from mostly fossil

found in Central America has an energy mix of about

“13%, and this avoided that global final energy use in

[4] https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/

fuels has occasioned economic crises due to lack of

78% hydropower, 12% geothermal, and 10% wind. Its goal

2016 would have been 12 % higher, what is equivalent

options to replace these sources principally in electricity

is to reach 100% renewable energy by 2021. Norway

to adding the annual final energy use of the European

production and transport sector. Energy demand growth,

a European country produces more than 96% of its

Union to the global energy market”[4].

16

uruguay-makes-dramatic-shift-to-nearly-95-clean-energy

publication/Energy_Efficiency_2017.pdf
[5] https://www.iea.org/publications/freepublications/
publication/GlobalEVOutlook2017.pdf
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enough to note the worsening of Russia-Ukraine, Russia-

2017

Europe, Russia-Syria-Turkey relations, which have had

Despite several hurricanes that affected the oil

serious economic consequences, including the state of

production in the Gulf of Mexico and which led to a

the price level. The second reason lies within the OPEC

decrease in US stocks, oil resumed growth. In October

countries themselves due to conflicts in North Africa,

2017, the rise of oil prices increased due to an increased

Syria, the Middle East. Finally, the third reason is the

demand for fuel, as well as instability in Iraqi Kurdistan.

lifting of sanctions from Iran.

On November 30, 2017, OPEC countries agreed to extend

Vugar Jabbarov

For economic reasons related to the oil industry, it

the deal to limit oil production for 9 months - until

Azerbaijan

should be noted that the shale revolution in the US

the end of 2018. At this meeting, the heads of the oil

Energy Science & Policy

increased their production of shale oil. Thanks to

departments of Iran and Iraq also noted that they were

this, the level of oil production in the US exceeded 10

in favor of extending the agreement until the end of

million barrels per day, that is, for 2-3 years the annual

next year. With optimism, the market reacted to the

production increased by 3-4 million barrels. Several laws

words of the Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak

were adopted in the US which allowed for the export of

who said, “all countries, including those not included in

US oil which in turn unambiguously affected the fall in

the OPEC, support the extension of the agreement” (price

oil prices. There were several other important factors,

exceeded 70 USD in March 2018).

Global Views

The Dynamics
of Oil Prices Since
2014

such as the state and trends in the development of the
world economy. For example, there was a decline in

Were the oil prices speculative?

global economic development rates in China and India,

High oil prices (100 or more dollars per barrel), for a

which significantly reduced the pace of its development

long period of time until mid-2014, were not speculative.

and consumption of energy resources.

These were objective prices that reflected the situation
on the market and was due to the economic growth of

Barrel under “freezing”:
the oil market in questions and answers

countries, the ratio of energy consumption and demand,

On January 21, 2016, oil prices fell to a record low

and energy efficiency.

since the early 2000s - $27.5. In February. Oil quotes

Today it is clear to everyone that low prices, for such a

stabilized at $ 33 per barrel, after which the price began

long time, was a hard hit on the economies of not only

a gradual increase. This gradual increase was due to

the producing countries but also importing countries.

a small decrease in oil production and the beginning

This seemed abnormal since the price of oil reduced by

of negotiations between OPEC and other oil-producing

3-4 times and had remained at this level for a long time.

countries based on price stabilization. Peak average

It became obvious that everything was not alright and

of daily quotations on Brent crude oil prices reached

that it couldn’t go on like this any longer as all countries

$52.51 per barrel on June 8, after which the quotes

were losing especially producing countries.

began to decline gradually against the background of

There is no benefit of cheap oil for importing countries.

data on the increase in stocks in the US. The new growth

We have not seen sharp economic growth in Europe,

began in mid-August and rumors had arose about the

South-East Asia or in India and China which are the

possible preparation of an agreement between the OPEC

largest consumers of energy resources and importers

the development of alternative and renewable energy,

countries to freeze production levels and reduce US

of crude oil. Indian and Chinese Analysts said that the

March, 2018, the futures price for Brent crude oil in the

to constrain the falling oil prices however nothing

stocks. On November 30, 2016, at a meeting in Vienna

growth of the world oil price by only one-dollar led to

course of trading at the ICE Exchange in London for the

happened. After the OPEC meeting, the price of oil fell

(Austria), OPEC members agreed to cut oil production

added deductions from the budget of $400 billion on

first time since November 2014 exceeded $70 per barrel.

sharply to $70 per barrel. The price continued to decline

from 1.2 million barrels per day to 32.5 million. Oman,

energy resources. But neither in India, nor in China was

From the middle of 2014, the fall in oil prices began

gradually throughout 2015, and finally, in early 2016, it

Azerbaijan, and other non-oil producing countries agreed

there rapid growth of the economy.

on world markets. The OPEC countries gathered for

reached below $30 per barrel. Many experts explain that

to join the agreement. Since January 2017, Russia has

I hope the price of oil being $65-$70 dollar per barrel

the first time since the starting of the decline in oil

the first reason was because of political factors, due to

cut production by 600 thousand barrels. The agreement

can help increase economies of both oil producing and

prices in November 2014. Everyone expected measures

opposition from several countries. In this regard, it is

in Vienna accelerated the growth of Brent oil prices.

importing countries.
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Global Views
Since 1966, Indonesia, as one of oil and gas producing

and ownership of natural resources. As long as the

countries, has adopted a production sharing contract

resources are still within the working area or before the

(PSC) scheme. The contract signed by Pertamina and

point of sale / delivery of goods, the resources are still

Independences Indonesian American Oil Company

owned by the Indonesian government.

(IIAPCO) is the first PSC contract in the history of the

Annisa Sylvani
Andyastiya

world oil and gas industry. The implementation of PSC

However, of course there is no perfect model. The PSC

Indonesia

in Indonesia is motivated by the government’s desire to

scheme in Indonesia has undergone some changes. Based

Energy Science & Policy

have a bigger role in the management of upstream oil

on the last adjustment it was observed that the country

and gas business activities. This scheme optimizes the

got 85% yield for oil production and 70% for gas contract.

country’s income and also protects it from high risk,

Unfortunately, this cost recovery scheme often lead to

especially in the exploration phase.

disputes. For this reason, the Indonesian government

Oil and Gas Contract System
in Indonesia

designed the Gross Split scheme for a new oil and gas
Before implementing the PSC scheme, Indonesia had

exploration contracts, which no longer includes cost

adopted two other business models namely, Concession

recovery. This scheme is based on the principle of

and Contract of Work. The concession business scheme

gradually distributing gross production annually so that

was applied during the Dutch colonial period, in which

contractors pay all operation costs and the government

all production was owned by the company and the

only gets production sharing. This method is considered

government only benefited from royalties and taxes. The

more effective because the government no longer needs

Contract of Work scheme was adopted after the Dutch

to oversee the budget and technology selection in the

colonial period in 1960. This scheme builds upon the

field.

Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia that all natural
resources within the territory of Indonesia belong to the

Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources Republic of

state. Government status in this scheme is as supervisor

Indonesia issued the regulation on a gross split-sharing

and receives revenue sharing from oil and gas production

contract on 2016. Under this regulation, Gross Split has a

while investor acts as contractor but still holds full

basic split for 57% oil production for the government and

management.

for 52% gas production. That split base is then tailored
to the supporting components which will be different for

The PSC can be described as the relationship between

each fieldwork. There are at least five basic criteria to

the landowner (Indonesia) and the farmer (Oil and Gas

be applied. First, the amount of reservoirs, the location

Company). The farmer provides all the tools and capital

of the oil and gas working area, the field conditions, the

needed. The capital cost is returned after the harvesting

difficulty level based on geological conditions and the

process called cost recovery (replacement of operating

characteristics of oil and gas explored, like conventional

costs after oil and gas production cut by First Trance

or nonconventional. In addition to variable components,

Petroleum). However, the amount of capital issued must

the basic split is also affected by the movement of

be approved first by the landlord. Thus, the state can

oil prices and the cumulative amount of oil and gas

take full advantage of all resources because capital

production evaluated each month by SKK-MIGAS.

and equipment are provided by investors. In addition,

20

the state is also not exposed to the risk of exploration

Indonesia’s government hopes that Gross Split scheme

failures because all the capital cost will only be

will solve the problem of cost recovery, which continues

replaced after the production process. The Government,

to burden the state budget every year. In addition, the

represented by the Special Task Force for Upstream Oil

Gross Split scheme is also expected to make operational

and Gas Business Activities Republic of Indonesia (SKK-

costs more efficient because contractors are no longer

MIGAS), has full control over operational management

getting a refund from the government.
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The consumption of energy resources is growing rapidly,

electric bicycles.

and new alternative sources of energy are becoming

Construction of large-scale solar power plants in

more and more in demand. Among all the alternatives,

Kyrgyzstan in the near future is not seen as profitable.

solar energy is rightfully considered to be the most

Due to the country’s great potential in hydropower, solar

promising one. Modern developments have made it

resource is not used. Investors are more interested in

possible to increase the efficiency of solar panels and, at

investing in small hydropower plants - fewer construction

the same time, reduce the cost of their mass production,

costs, the cost price will allow for the generated energy

Askar Koichumanov

which in turn has opened up the construction of solar

to be competitive in the market. The cost of power

Kyrgyzstan

panel-based power plants. Many countries use solar

plants based on solar panels, now, will require high

Energy Science & Policy

panels, for example, in skyscrapers for a long time. So,

costs, and the price of generated electricity cannot

construction of power plants is a relatively new trend in

compete with existing supply.

Global Views

this area, which is rapidly gaining turnover.
The probability of a long-term perspective for the

Solar Energy Development
in Kyrgyzstan

Such power plants currently exist in many countries,

development of solar energy in Kyrgyzstan is quite high.

among them are Germany, the United States, Brazil,

There are some factors which will make way for the

Spain, the Russian Federation, Canada, Italy, and others.

implementation of this kind of technology: there are

The most powerful of them is in the US, California. The

many sunny days during the year, neighbors with high-

station called “Topaz” has a capacity of 550 megawatts,

tech China, growth of electricity consumption in the

which is comparable to the standard nuclear power

region and increasing electricity cost.

plant. “Topaz” covers 10 square kilometers area and
consists of nine million panels. The construction of the

However, because of interruptions in the electricity

station costs $ 9 billion.

supply and the lack of power supply in remote areas,
solar energy is the only affordable alternative. The use

Moreover, energy-efficient houses are increasingly

of gasoline, diesel and gas generators is not so common,

being built to save energy. The leader in the technology

because the cost for keeping such equipment is

industry – Japan, once again surprised the world with the

extremely high. For example, even now the base stations

construction of an energy-efficient city.

of mobile operators found in hard to reach places are
equipped with solar panels and work autonomously.

Fujisawa Sustainable Smart City, as the authors called
it “the project”, was built near the city of Fujisawa on

Returning to domestic consumers, we should mention

an area of 19 hectares. Several years ago, this territory

the experience of Germany where every citizen can

was used by Panasonic, where its enterprises were

use solar panels for his or her own use at home. In this

found. Later, the founder of corporation Matsushita

case, if the panels currently produce more than the user

Electric, which is owned by Panasonic, in honor of the

needs, the surplus goes to the main grid and the power

120th anniversary decided to release this area for the

company pays the cost for a citizen. Thus, the user gets

City of the Future construction. The town is designed

payback for his or her costs of installing panels and

for 1000 families; the total cost of the whole project

the power company reduces the load, receiving energy

was 1.5 billion dollars. A third of the city’s electricity

from a lot of individuals who have installed solar panels

is generated by solar panels, and 30% of the technical

at home. This experience would be extremely useful

water use is rainwater. To save electricity, home

for Kyrgyzstan, but for some reason it is not seriously

lighting is provided by LED lamps, and all household

considered by anyone.

electrical appliances can be controlled by a smartphone,
configured to save electricity. Street lighting in the town
also works from the charge accumulated from solar
panels, as well as public transport, electric cars, and
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Despite the efforts exerted to raise the oil price in order to promote the economic
recovery of some oil producing countries, it is difficult to stabilize oil prices.
There are many factors controlling oil prices currently such as the deal to cut oil
production and many other socio-economic and political strategic factors. Some of
Fouzia Khefif

these stem from attempts to preserve the monopolies found in other countries.

Algeria

Here; the important question is: Can Algeria withstand this low level of oil prices

Energy Science & Policy

and still increase national income from exports to acceptable levels? Algeria’s
Government has had to adopt a cost-saving plan that has led to the suspension
of several projects. This has created an impact not just locally but globally. The

Algerian’s Economic Crisis Reaches
The Boiling Point After The Last Option
“Currency Printing”, Inevitable But very Risky!

government has had to work on the development of alternative areas of the energy
sector. They have also had to review the subsidy policy aimed at the prices of
various consumer products and energy materials such as fuel, electricity and gas.
It is unreasonable to distribute at the same price to all categories of society and to
charge the public treasury about 30% of the annual budget to cover the difference
in the prices of subsidized materials. Additionally, the government has introduced
action to reduce the flow of illegal immigrants from the south thus also reducing
the smuggling of fuel across the Moroccan border. With these policies and activities
in place, I hope the idea of printing currency for the financing of public projects
does not return. That disastrous situation will lead to increased national debt,

The pace of the decline in oil prices, devaluation of the local currency
accompanied by the high rate of inflation; With all these factors can
Algeria cope with the current economic crisis?

primarily from the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

Algeria and the crisis of 1986
“History repeats itself” and “the same conditions lead to the same results”, these
quotes can be likened to the crisis of the current oil price collapse as well as the
inability of the state to cover the costs of public investments during the crisis of
1986. The difference between the 1986 crisis and the current one is the dumping
on the market of energy products caused by increased production of conventional
oil, especially the North Sea fields. The current crisis involves the production of
unconventional oil as well such as shale oil which is expensive to produce.

Even the deal to cut the oil production between OPEC and non-OPEC
countries has not helped revive Algeria’s economy. So, what is the fate
of Algeria? What if the oil price continues to fall catastrophically? Is the
option of currency printing to finance public spending and fill the budget
deficit a reasonable solution?
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Franz Fanon argued that the African continent is shaped like a
gun and the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) is the trigger.
This may sound like a slogan, but it is not. From the perspective
Ngoy Kalenga

of Africa’s natural resources, DRC would be considered a hinge

Democratic Republic of The

towards the development

Congo
NGO Studies

Triggering
Africa Development
Blessed amongst many

includes 120 million hectares of arable land which has

effectiveness, monetary freedom, and property rights.

democratic process through elections. But the country

Looking at its position in central Africa, DRC is ranked

the potential to feed 9 billion people, but only 10%

DRC is ranked 30th among 47 countries in the Sub-

has continued its political and economic instability

the second largest country because of its vast territory

is used. It is often said that the nation is the second

Saharan Africa region (Heritage Foundation Report,

under J. Kabila’s’ regime. Moreover, the current world

(2,345,409km2). DRC is in 12th place worldwide, with

lung of the planet as it is paired with the Amazon

2018), and its overall score is well below regional and

order is marked by the interplay of interests of great

80.000.000 inhabitants, making it the most populated

forest. This is because it is the second supplier of fresh

world averages.

powers who are determined to preserve their interests.

country in Central Africa. The country’s economy is the

water worldwide. The majestic Congo River is the real

From the colonial era until now, the DRC constitutes

They have helped to promote the deepening misery of

second largest producer of diamonds (30% of the world’s

backbone of the country, and it is the second largest

the epicenter of what many consider to be an African

the Congolese people who have become victims of the

reserves).

river in the world not because of its length (4,700km)

political-economic world war of superpower states,

richness of their basement.

It produces 70% of the world’s coltan, which is vital for

but due its discharge volume of water which flows at

includes its neighboring states, non-entities states

To this end, Wall Street Journal-Heritage, which

making components of mobile phones and computers.

80,832㎥/s. The country also has one of the largest

war, like TNCs and INGOs. It has experienced excessive

economic freedom in the world DRC’s economic freedom

It also contains the world’s largest cobalt reservoir

hydropower potential (53% in Africa and 13.5%) in the

exploitation of its natural resources.

score is 52.1, making its economy the 147th freest in the

(34%), of which more than 50% is extracted to meet

World. The Congo River’s hydro capacity is enough to

the worldwide need for the electronic and armament

produce electricity for all of Africa and some European

industry. DRC also has copper (10%) and huge quantities

countries: 100,000 megawatts.

2018 Index.

Victims of wealth

of gold, uranium, oil, tin, bauxite, manganese, lead,

The state of DR Congo’s economy, its excessive

Way forward

zinc, coal, germanium, tungsten, cassiterite, niobium,

exploitation and impoverished citizens, reflects poor

To promote the economic development of Africa, DRC is

natural gas, silver, etc.

Suffering in the midst of abundance

governance. Despite Lumumba’s dream of a big Africa

the trigger. Therefore, I suggest that the international

The DRC also owns 47% of the tropical forest called

The estimated natural wealth of Congo’s minerals

with Congo’s resources after its independence in 1960,

community address DRC’s economic and political issues

“massif” which is located within the African continent.

is USD $24 trillion. It is believed that with these

President Mobutu (1965-1997) has lead the country not

rather than institutionalize them. DRC’s Government

It is the second largest in the world after the Amazon

extensive natural resources, the country could

only to inflation, budget deficits and public debt, but

should take the necessary step towards its economic

forest and contains 6% of the world's tropical reserves.

compete with the US, Europe, and China combined.

also the installation of corruption that has now reached

development revolution by promoting effective

Hence it has piqued the interest of many, which in turn

DRC is however suffering in the midst of abundance.

record levels in all sectors of the national economy.

governance.

boosts tourism.

Majority of its citizens however are living under $1 a

Nevertheless, after many years of conflicts (rebellions,

Its rich biodiversity which includes fauna and flora,

day with a decrease of 4.3 points, in scores for judicial

civil wars), in 2006, the state has adopted the
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“Happiness is when what you think,

Global Views

what you say and what you do are in harmony.”
- Mahatma Gandhi.
Nowadays, there are very few people who stop to look

essential), but it is also necessary (and very important)

up and contemplate a sunset, look at the sky or simply

to be human beings with the ability to feel and enjoy

Mexico

look around and ask: Am I happy?

every moment of life.

NGO Studies

Throughout history, human beings have experienced

The World Happiness Report is based on GDP per capita,

a series of events that have been fundamental to the

social support, healthy life expectancy, social freedom,

development of this world today. Discoveries of exotic

generosity, and absence of corruption. This year included

places, wars, sports that unite countries, development of

the quality of life of immigrants. With this, the UN shows

technologies, globalization, global warming, extinction

that happiness is directly related to the constitution

of some species, poverty, etc.; these are only events

of the welfare state. The UN also uses this variable to

that indirectly affect lives, through happiness.

explain the variation of happiness across countries. They

The question is Are you happy? In 2018, the World

highlight the positive emotions and life circumstances in

Happiness Report, carried out by the United Nations

explaining higher life evaluations.

(UN), reported the level of happiness of each of the

These are not the only indicators with which it is

countries that compose it. As a result, this report was

possible to measure the level of happiness, but it is a

born. It was set up by the Organization on March 20th,

fact that we can contrast and analyze some countries

as the “International Day of Happiness”. The question

that are on the list.

now is: how does one measure something that is not

The Nordic countries have topped the list of the happiest

quantifiable?

countries in the world since the creation of this report.

Nowadays, it is not correct to speak only of economy,

This means that Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and

politics, and education to know if someone feels happy

Sweden are countries whose base of society has been

in the place or country where they live. There will be

built without great inequalities as well as promoting

some who say, “as long as I have money, a house, and

their sense of community. The World Happiness Report

a car, I am very happy”. Others will say “my happiness

2018 has showed that Finland is the country with the

depends on the number of likes that they give to my

lowest poverty rates in the world, the lowest index of

posts, or the number of reproductions that my videos

inequality among children and according to the World

have, or the number of friends that I have in my social

Economic Forum, it is one of the three countries with

networks”. Some may say “as long as I am with my

the lowest gender gap in the world. The economy,

family, friends and the people I love, I am very happy”.

education, health, natural resources, and quality of its

What is certain is that human satisfaction can’t only be

air have been pillars for happiness.

measured using the current indicators. In addition to

In contrast, in the case of the United States and Mexico,

these indicators the following needs to be considered:

where each one with their political, economic, and

the level of happiness of each country, and these levels

social situations has led them, to place themselves in

can be reflected in the daily actions of society. Likewise,

the 18th and 24th position respectively.

this report includes some questions that would lead to

In conclusion, happiness depends on the full satisfaction

better policies for the lives of people, insisting that

of carrying out or achieving what people most desire in

governments consider the parameters that measure how

life. Happiness is achieved by developing the ability to

happy their habitants are.

enjoy and live every moment of life, whether success or

These indicators have shown that people not only need

failure, always finding a reason to be happy.

Jose Carlos Bernal
Rosales

The World Happiness Report

money to be happy or material things (necessary but not
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Koryoin(고려인) - How Korean immigrants
became an integral part of Uzbekistan
The history of Korean immigrants in Uzbekistan is very

science, education, art etc. Nowadays, most Koreans

“Abai” - “grandfather” in dialect, “kharabochi(할아버지)”,-

difference in appearance of new dishes and methods of

sad and tragic. They went through a lot of hardship

occupy high leadership positions and have great prestige

in South Korean. Also, names of the same food are called

cooking occurred due to the imposition of traditional

while struggling to survive. At the beginning of the 20th

within the country. It has been exactly 81 years since

differently. For instance, the cold noodle “kuksu(국수)”

technologies for Koreans on local products. That is how

century, many Korean families had to migrate from their

Korean immigrants arrived at Uzbekistan. They have a

in South Korea is called “kuksi(국시)” in Uzbekistan. This

unique culinary traditions of Koreans in Uzbekistan has

native land, occupied by the Japanese invaders, to the

special name - the Korean Diaspora. The Diaspora can be

dialect exists only in oral form. The current generation

developed.

Far East, in Primorye. They experienced starvation,

defined as: several people who live outside their country

is 3rd or 4th of migrated Koreans, however; their native

In 2017 in Tashkent, to express gratitude to the Uzbek

however the Korean people didn’t give up and instead

of origin. Diasporas keep their identity among the people

language became Russian, not Korean. Nevertheless,

people for their welcome and warmth given to the

started farming and building houses. Shortly after,

of other countries to resist assimilation. Leadership

in some rural areas, many representatives of the older

Koreans during 1937 when they were unwilling moved

another trouble called “Stalin’s migration of people”

representatives of the diaspora organize national

generation still speak in their native language. However,

from the Far East, a memorial monument was created.

began. On August 21, 1937, the USSR (Soviet Union)

holidays and other events and aid their brethren. “The

the idea to go back to original language, which was lost

Its opening dedicated the 80th anniversary of the

Council of People’s Commissars passed a decree on

Korean Diaspora is an integral part of the people of

and forgotten by the time and circumstances, lives in the

Koreans living in Uzbekistan and was timed to a high

the deportation of Soviet Koreans living in the Far East

Uzbekistan”, - notes the President of the Republic of

hearts of “koryo saram”. Nowadays you can find Korean

visit guest, Mayor of Seoul Pak Von Sung to Tashkent.

to Central Asia. For 6 months, 75,000 Koreans, that is

Uzbekistan Shavkat Mirziyoyev.

Departments in many state universities of Uzbekistan. In

This great monument displays a bright sun shining over

16,307 families, were unwillingly transported in the

Migrated Korean people are called as “koryoin (고려인)”

addition, we have Education Center of Korean Republic

our homeland and, in the background, the racing trains

wagons for cattle, to Uzbekistan from Primorye. Again,

or “koryo saram(고려

and private “Sejong” Korean school.

that brought the settlers. In the foreground, we can see

they started to build, to work, to sow and harvest. The

to Uzbekistan from Primorye, speak the northeastern

The unique thing in the culture of migrated Koreans

how an Uzbek family is meeting a Korean family, while

only thing of value they had in that time was family and

Hamghang dialect (Saturi)

which differs markedly

is food, which has no analogues in either the territory

a little Uzbek boy is happily giving our valuable national

their diligence.

from the language of South Korea. During 80 years of

of South or North Korea. Most of local Korean salads

food (bread) to a Korean girl.

Because of the similarity in culture, customs, traditions

living in Uzbekistan, the language of local Koreans

were invented in Uzbekistan. Food is different in

In conclusion, I can say that the Korean diaspora

and mentality, Uzbekistan became the second homeland

absorbed some borrowed words from Russian and

components and in technology. This was promoted by

has made a huge contribution to development and

for the Korean people. The Korean people, in turn, made

Uzbek languages and formed its own dialect. So, for

many years of experiencing other climate conditions, the

cooperation between Uzbekistan and the Republic of

invaluable contributions to the economic development

example, “grandmother” in the dialect is “amya” and

predominance of meat, not being used to the country’s

Korea.

of Uzbekistan in such areas as agriculture, industry,

“khalmoni (할머니)” - is grandmother in South Korean.

vegetables and spices, and the lack of seafood. The
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Scientific and technological development did
not occur until the 1960s under the leadership of
Park Chung-Hee where South Korea’s economy rapidly
grew from industrialisation and the companies such as
Samsung and LG.
As of 2008 South Korea was ranked 5th in the world in

Korean Technological Innovation

terms of research and development. Seoul is ranked as
the world’s “leading digital city” and a “tech capital of

While the South Korean Chaebols, or large family-

the world” which is a great achievement. South Korea is

controlled corporate groups, focus on exporting and

also among the world’s most technologically advanced

manufacturing, there is a clear recognition that South

and digitally-connected countries, it has the third most

Korea needs to have a more diverse economy. Thus, the

broadband Internet users among the OECD countries

tides are shifting towards supporting smaller businesses

and is a global leader in electronics, digital displays,

and promoting entrepreneurship. Formulating new

semiconductor devices, and mobile phones.

business ideas and inventing IP is only the first part of

In the recently completed Olympics games in

the equation. South Korea can ascend to the next level

Pyeongchang the 5G broadband wireless technology

by developing a new venture ecosystem that provides

which is the first of its

operational support, a broader network and ready access

kind was launched as a

to early stage capital; one that rewards risk taking by

test run carried out and

Korea’s best and brightest.

alongside virtual reality.

These entrepreneurs have the opportunity to target

The 5G technology is said

new markets, but they need to be funded and properly

to transmit data more

equipped to design their products for localization by

than 20 times faster than

language and culture. CEO’s of early stage companies

the existing 4G technology

need access to advisors that can assist them in creating

giving way to the next

effective pitch presentations and preparing them for

generation technology which not only allows us to send

exposure to foreign markets and investors. With the

messages and make calls and surf internet but now will

right blend of investment and guidance, early-stage

include smart homes, smart health care and smart cars.

Korean companies can take on the US and other global

The information and technology centre in Seoul of

markets and really scale their businesses. Many of the

companies like SKT gathering technology already for

fundamentals are already in place. Just as Samsung

things like autonomous cars that allow you to shop

transformed the consumer electronics business, Korean

while you drive, an operation room equipped with AR

start-ups are poised to have an explosive impact on

and a robotic arm that allows you to conduct surgeries

digital media and services.

remotely, the 5G technology also allows transportation
into a meeting room virtually.
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Procrastination:
The silent killer of success

A H M Makshud
Hossain
Bangladesh
IDC

Procrastinating is a negative approach to tasks which are

surrounding the person fails to inform the individual of

supposed to be done within a deadline. Procrastination

the direct consequence of not completing a task.

reflects stagnant feelings of a person that unconsciously

Following a hypothetical aspect, a Harvard scholar

denies the proverb “Time and tide wait for none”. It

arranged a session for several students. He described

is one of the effective silent hindrances that a person

what would happen if everyone keeps standing to have

never emphasizes on as it happens subconsciously.

a bottle of water in their hands. Even if everyone keeps

Procrastination acts like a germ in the body, it grows

standing like a statue for next 24 hours, would there

with each period of facilitating it. To keep pace with the

be any change at all? Consequently, there will be no

flow of modernization, it is unwise to be motionless as

change in case of the weight of the bottle of water

it merely brings unworthiness and moves you aside from

rather the bottle symbolizes the tasks which are to be

the course of success.

accomplished and the act of standing like a statue refers
to the tendency to procrastinate. Finally, there is no

Science has also explained procrastination, distinctly

change in the weight of the bottle, rather the time has

disclosing the mechanism of the brain. According to

been completely wasted and nothing else.

science, there are two important parts of brain, the
limbic system and the prefrontal cortex. The limbic

It is important to know how to overcome the cha-

system controls the mood and basic emotions whereas

racteristics of procrastination. First, people need to

the prefrontal cortex helps to make decisions by

find out that they are procrastinating. At the second

assimilating all the information. When someone’s limbic

step, if the reason is excessive perfectionism, then it is

system wins the fight, the person starts to procrastinate.

better to replace the word “excessive” with “realistic”.
It is necessary to understand a realistic view of the task

There are two significant reasons for procrastination, the

rather than being overconfident. If the reason is lack

first one is excessive perfectionism and the second one is

of focus, the person should plan for a shorter span of

lack of positive aspects in the surrounding environment.

time following a to-do list rather than making a long

Excessive perfectionism happens when someone seems

schedule. If the person makes a list to be accomplished

to finish the task just at the eleventh hour and somehow

which is full of activities and makes a busy schedule,

it is perfect. Thus, the person gains the belief that

they may get a slower startup and eventually will face

they can accomplish anything just at the nick of time

procrastination.

which builds an armored layer of overconfidence and

34

consequently leads them to procrastinate frequently.

In essence, making a delay in doing a task may build

The second reason is lack of enthusiasm to focus.

a hindrance towards positive virtues like punctuality,

A person may have a lack of focus on a task as they

discipline and eventually it may cause failure. So, it

don’t feel the necessity of it or they don’t know the

is time to say “NO” to procrastination and start the

consequence of missing it. Sometimes the environment

journey towards the apex point of success.
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Azerbaijan is an amazing country. Everything in it is unique – its

Where are you from

nature, culture, history, customs, traditions, architecture and so
on. Azerbaijan is often called the “land of fires” (from “Azer” fire). Indeed, even before our era, the tribe of fire worshipers
lived within the territory of modern Azerbaijan. Since that time
historic evidence from that era has been preserved within the
country: rock paintings, statues of deities and ancient temples.

Vugar Jabbarov

The country is famous for its temples built by fire worshipers

Azerbaijan

(ateshgah). On Apsheron there is an amazing natural scenery,

Energy Science & Policy

called Yanardag – “burning mountain”. In Nakhichevan, Kalbajar,
Lankaran and Babadag, hot water is emitted from the earth. The
ancient temple of fire Ateshgyah is in Surakhani and at various
times revered by followers of Zoroastrianism, Hindus and Sikhs.

AZERBAIJAN:
Land of Fires

On the territory of Azerbaijan, ancient Atropatena and Caucasian
Albania have been existing for a long time. Each city of Azerbaijan
bears something special. The center of the ancient Guba khanate
- the city of Guba - is famous for its medieval fortresses and
mosques. One of the oldest cities - Sheki - is famous for its
luxurious palaces, some of which have now been converted into
modern hotels. Special attention should be given to natural
beauties such as Tengi Canyon, Afurdza Falls, the Gobustan
Historical and Ethnographic Reserve, which UNESCO has included
in the list of World Heritage sites.
In the list of UNESCOs heritage, you can find the quarter of the
old part of Baku Icheri-Shekher (Old city, City Walls, and Maiden
Tower).
Azerbaijan will surprise you with its natural conditions: the sea
coast and rivers, high mountain ranges and plains, semi-deserts
and woodlands are found on the territory of the country. You
are always welcomed to see the beautiful scenery, waterfalls,
mountain, rivers, springs with clear water, deep gorges, green
meadows, thermal and mineral springs, the purest mountain
air. Out of the 11 climatic zones in the world, at least 9 are in
Azerbaijan. Isn’t this surprising?
Tourists can rest in a resort zone on coast of the Caspian Sea,
enjoy diving, go for a drive on water skiing, motorcycles, or
boats. Those who are wishing to improve and strengthen their
health go to the many famous resorts of Azerbaijan. Thanks to the
unique microclimate, Lankaran and Talysh are ones of the best
balneological resorts. Do you know about the famous oil baths of
Naftalan?
To preserve your memory of the trip to this unique country, you
can buy the famous Guba carpets, original Azerbaijani grape and
pomegranate wine, high-quality silk, silver, gold, and copper
jewelry, among many other souvenirs. I am sure you will return,
because you will love this amazing country – AZERBAIJAN.
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Jamshed Md.
Bangladesh
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The Beauty and
Richness of
Bangladesh

Bangladesh is one of the

see that they serve any guest with great warmth and

few developing countries

never let anybody leave without having food. I bet if

that is heading towards

you visit Bangladesh you would never forget its amazing

profound development

assortment desserts and food choice. This small country

with great success. The

has a small population where most of the people have

strong spirit and well-

a sweet-tooth, subsequently, the land is famous of

researched initiatives

preparing various types of mouthwatering sweets. You

made this country

will find many sweets shops at every lane on street of

excel on some world

the country.

indicators. It has made

Bangladesh is a land of festivals too. Here, people know

eye-catching progress

how to celebrate life at every occasion even if they are

in different sectors that are now shaping its economy.

going through pain and poverty.

This country has an expansive garments sector, vast

The Sundarbans is the largest mangrove forest in the

ship-building industry, renowned pharmaceutical

world. The Sundarbans covers approximately 1,000

companies, constantly and a growing cement industries.

square kilometers and 60% of them are in Bangladesh

Furthermore, in some concerns, like reducing poverty,

with the remainder in India. It is, in fact, a UNESCO

increasing life expectancy, improving life standard and

World Heritage Site. The Royal Bengal Tiger lives in

on some environmental issues, Bangladesh is now on a

the Sundarbans in the southern part of Bangladesh.

role model to follow.

Furthermore, the longest unbroken sea beach in the

The secret behind Bangladesh’s ever-increasing success

world, running 125㎞, is in Cox’s Bazar of Bangladesh.

lies in its indomitable strength in all sectors. Despite

Bangladesh has been ranked the most positive country

having some considerable issues like a huge population,

in Asia in 2017, in an annual global index published by

limited resources and political discomfort, Bangladesh

Daily Positive (D+), an online media organization from

emerges like a tiger focusing only on the target.

Australia that specializes, as the name may suggest,

Moreover, the people of Bangladesh consider themselves

in positive news. Unbroken family ties is one of the

as tigers, because they always keep fighting till the

strengths of Bangladesh and its people. Divorce is still

end to attain any positive outcome. This never-give-

very rare comparing with other countries of the world.

up mentality keeps them focused on the target. They

Love among the family members, relatives, friends

possess tiger-like patience for the right moment to act

and neighbors is a burning peculiarity of Bangladesh.

and most importantly, they co-operate with each other

Bangladesh is the country which has accepted many

in the action. This togetherness is what we call the core

refugees from Myanmar without any hesitation, though it

to any kind of development activity. The positive outlook

is struggling to make up the demands of its people.

of the Bangladesh people and eagerness to hold the

To sum up, it can be said that Bangladesh is really a

strength till the last moment result in ultimate success.

peaceful country, although there are of course traffic

Bangladesh holds an authentic variety of six seasons,

jams, crowds, scorching summers, pollution, and

which no other country renders. There are primarily four

political unrest. Yet the best part of the country is

and altogether 6 seasons – summer, monsoon, autumn,

that it would be amaze you with its bounty of natural

late autumn, winter and spring. In my country you will

blessings which is not often found anywhere else. So,

find a genuine monsoon which would make you fall in

don’t miss an opportunity to visit us. I am really proud

love with the raindrops. Rain is a feature key of the

to be a Bangladeshi.

country.
Moreover, the Bangladeshis are known for their
hospitality. At every level of status, you would get to
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Guizhou is an inland province located in the South-West

its name because the main cave looks like a crystal

part of China. This province expands over 176 thousand

palace where the dragon king lives.

square kilometers of land and is home to more than

Another place I want to highlight is the “Huangguoshu

35 million people. Guizhou province is regarded as a

Waterfall” - the biggest waterfall in Asia. Believe it or

colorful land. If you are curious as to how colorful it is, I

not, from the road on the mountainside you can be led

would love to guide you on a trip to explore it.

into a cave inside the waterfall, where you are able to
observe and touch the waterfall in an indescribable way.

Wei Jie

The natural views

It’s known as water-curtain cave because the waterfall

China

If you get tired of living in the big crowded cities with

looks like a curtain to the cave when you are inside.

Int’l Trade

the sound of cars and maddening dust. If you are eager

What an amazing scenic view to marvel at!!

to escape from the pressure of overloaded work and the

Guizhou A Face of China That You Never Knew

stress of life. If you want to get closer to nature and set

The ethic folks and tribes

your heart free for a while. Then taking an unplanned

China is a multiracial and multiethnic country with 1

trip to Guizhou could be a good choice since Guizhou is

majority (Han people) and 55 ethnic minorities (Non-

actually an ecological museum.

Han people). There are more than 10 ethnic minorities

The natural scenery of Guizhou is definitely a gift from

in Guizhou such as Miao, Dong, Buyi, Yao, etc. I belong

above. The vast landform and geographic features makes

to the Miao people, the same as my father, although

Guizhou a mountainous place. Thanks to this, Guizhou

my mother is from the Dong group. I feel lucky to have

is home to a breathtaking view of the “Two Breast

been exposed to two graceful cultures. In the small

Mountain” with two peaks resembling a pair of woman’s

town of Congjiang, where my family lives, there is a big

breasts. In spring and autumn, the large landscape is

event held every year on November 28th called “Dong

beautifully colored by layered flowers that spreads

song festival”. On this day people dress up in fancy and

around the mountains. It looks just like a peerless

colorful tribal costumes/uniforms while also wearing

wonderland.

silver hats while singing and dancing around a bonfire.
We say that “Those who can walk can dance, those who

To explore more charming natural beauty, I highly

can speak can sing”.

suggest the “Dragon Palace Cave” - a naturally formed
subsurface cave with a lake and stalactites, where you

The life of minorities here is peaceful, because people

have to row a boat to explore the area inside. It gained

mostly live in and around the huge mountains and next
to the crystal-clean rivers. When there are tourists,
the minority folks who are very hospitable, will set a
banquet to welcome the visitors. For example, bringing

As an international student who currently studies in Korea, the question

out the unique drinking cup made by the ox horn with

you’re asked the most is “where are you from?”. Each time I’m asked this

precious homemade rice wine inside is offered as a treat

question, with a pride welling from the bottom of my heart and within

to the guests. This is one of the biggest ceremonies done

every drop of my blood, I answer: “I am from China”. When speaking

to show their enthusiasm. Although most of the minority

about China, the big cities such as Beijing and Shanghai will always pop

people still suffer from poverty, the isolation from the

into people’s minds. Due to this, China has automatically been tagged as

outside world surprisingly provides the best protection

a modernized and technologically advanced country. However, as one of

for the folks and preservation of the ethnic customs

the largest countries in the world with multicultural and multinational

which allows for the culture to be unique to guests.

features, China is definitely way more than that. Apart from the huge
cities within mainland China, throughout the country there lies “hidden

From this guide my hope is that you are able to see

paradises” which is not widely known by foreigners but still beautiful in

another side of China and that you have gained the basic

its own way. One such hidden paradise is where I am originally from - the

knowledge of a tranquil province Guizhou with colorful

Guizhou province.

nature and colorful life. If you want to explore more of
it, you are always welcomed to my hometown.
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booby, giant tortoises and prehistoric iguanas. These

experienced climbers. In the same way, there are more

iconic species contributed to the theory of evolution of

places to visit in Andean areas such as Quito, the capital

Charles Darwin during his substantial research (Graham

of Ecuador. This city has a pleasant historical center,

Watkins, 2009). The most recommended island is San

museums and old churches, which are an attraction for

Cristian Vasquez

Cristobal, where it is possible to see the sea lions up

tourists. Among its largest churches, is “The Basilica of

Ecuador

close, take a cruise and enjoy excursion activities with

the National Vow”. It is an architectural masterpiece

Int’l Business

family or friends.

and a work of art acclaimed for its Gothic touches from

Moreover, on the Ecuadorian coast, there are beautiful

the colonial era.

beaches. Among the best to visit are Tonsupa, Manta,

Finally, crossing the Amazon area, the “Tayos Cave” is

and Salinas, but “Montañita” wins the prize. It is one of

one of the most popular sites in Ecuador. Located in

the top attractions for foreigners and locals. This beach

southeastern, “Tayos Cave” has kilometers of tunnels.

is famous for its big waves which attract surfers from

In 1970, these caves were the site of an important

around the world throughout the year. As a consequence,

expedition by former astronaut Neil Armstrong along

“Montañita” was the headquarters of the “World Surfing

with other well-recognized researchers (Hall, 2006),

Games” in 2013.

because of their enigmatic and geological beauty. This

Talking about gastronomy at Ecuadorian beaches, one

place is even guarded and inhabited by Shuar aborigines,

of the best dishes to enjoy is ceviche, which contains

but with their permission, tourists can enter the cave

shrimp, fried bananas, and spices. Additionally, a wide

with authorized guides.

Welcome
to

Ecuador
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range of delicious seafood dishes can be found. It is

In conclusion, Ecuador is a country full of life and unique

Ecuador, a colorful country located in South America, is

important to mention that people on the coast are

destinations which can be appreciated by anyone.

recognized for its biodiversity, huge mountains, lakes,

characterized by being happy and kind with tourists.

Despite being a dollarized economy, Ecuador is among

rivers, and incredible people. Its name “Ecuador”

The beaches in Ecuador during the summer receive more

one of the cheapest destinations in South America, so

refers to the equator of the earth, which also crosses

than one million tourists every year (Ministry of Tourism,

I encourage the reader to know and enjoy its hidden

its capital city, Quito. Therefore, due to its location,

2018). Finally, the Ecuadorian coast is an attractive

places, which makes it a secret paradise.

Ecuador has a good climate with no marked seasons.

place to visit for the purpose of relaxing and enjoying

Overall, Ecuador’s economy, with a population of 16

the warm weather.

million, is specialized in bananas, shrimp, flowers,

In addition, the Andean area has numerous volcanoes

oil and cocoa exports. Ecuadorian chocolate is one of

ideal for alpinism and camping. Thus, unlike the coast,

the best in the world, for its taste, smell and texture

this area has cool temperatures, with the lowest

(Richardson, 2017). One of the well-known brands is

temperatures on the mountain peaks. Between its

from https://www.galapagos.org/about_galapagos/about-

“Pacari”, which exports its manufactured chocolate to

representative volcanos are Cotopaxi, Tungurahua,

galapagos/history/human-discovery/charles-darwin/

the United Kingdom, The United States of America and

Reventador, Sangay, and Antisana. In this way, it is

Hall, S. (2006). Tayos Gold, The Archives of Atlantis. In S. Hall, Tayos

some countries of the region in Latin America (Pacari,

important to mention that Chimborazo mountain is the

2017). Therefore, there are a lot of reasons to visit this

highest mountain in Ecuador at 6,268 meters, and also

beautiful country.

it is the closest point on Earth to the stars, according

Flora, fauna, and history can be seen in its landscapes.

to the National Ocean Service (NOAA, 2017). On this

This country has four natural areas: Andean, Coast,

mountain, it is common to find the Andean Condor,

NOAA. (2017, 10 10). National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Amazon, and Insular areas. First of all, the Insular

which is the national symbol of Ecuador. This bird is

Administration U.S department of Commerce. Retrieved from

area is represented by “The Galapagos Islands” were

classified as near-threatened on the conservation scale

declared a world heritage site (UNESCO, 2018).

of wild animals (Rainforest Alliance, 2007). On the other

Moreover, Galapagos Islands are home to unique animal

hand, for alpinism, it is highly recommended to visit the

species such as tropical penguins, the blue-footed

Cotopaxi Volcano, since it is a nearby refuge for non-
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The Last
Dragon

Akbar Adhadian
Indonesia
Int’l Business

The male Komodo has an interesting way of attracting a female Komodo. They
will fight with another male Komodo to win the attention of the female. This
breeding season happens every year and lasts from May to August, and after that
they lay the eggs in September. The male species fight not only for the female’s
attention, but also, they fight for the territory. They fight by grappling one
another upon their hind legs until the loser is eventually pinned to the ground.
The female Komodo lay their eggs during August and September, and after the
eggs are hatched the baby will live in trees where they can be protected from

Have you ever imagined

other predators. It takes 8 or 9 years for a baby Komodo to become mature. The

if a dragon -the mythical

longevity of life usually is up to 30 years.

creature, with shiny

The female Komodo has the ability to reproduce without the male Komodo,

strong wings and fire

the phenomenon is called Parthenogenesis. In 2006, there was one Komodo

breath that can destroy its enemy- is real? Well

which laid her eggs after 2 years of being separated from the male Komodo.

they live in Indonesia! But unfortunately, without

Many scientists assume that the female Komodo was able to store some sperm

fire breath and wings. This animal is called Komodo

from her earlier encounter with a male Komodo, this ability is known as

Dragon. Komodo dragon or Varanus komodoensis

superfecundation.

is the biggest of the lizard species that exist on

Nowadays, Komodo dragons are in danger because of illegal hunting and

Earth and can be found mostly on Komodo island

climate change which has impacted their ecosystem. Soon, it will become our

- Indonesia. The dragons are regarded as ancient

responsibility to ensure the survival of Komodo Dragons. Komodo dragons are not

creatures because they have existed for more than

just animals from Indonesia, they are apart of the world that we need to take

40 million years. Some scientists believe that the

care of. The living Komodo Dragons will exist if we are concerned about their

origins of the Komodo Dragon is from Asia, then

future.

they migrated to Australia and now they live in
Nusa Tenggara Island - Indonesia.
These days some Komodos live peacefully with
people in a place called Komodo Village on Komodo
Island, Nusa Tenggara - Indonesia. Even though
those people and the Komodos live in harmony, the
Komodo dragon is a dangerous animal. Komodos
have venomous teeth that produce toxins which
causes blood clotting in their enemy. Komodos can

Indonesia

paralyze one big cow with its venom (it has more
than 60 bacteria’s) and has strong jaws to tear its
prey. Moreover, being a predator, Komodos have
strong legs to run fast to catch its prey and can
reach the speed of 20km/h.
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A Guide For
International Students
Relocating to Korea

Huynh Duy Van Truc
Vietnam
IDC

Korea is one of the most interesting countries in the world because of its culture which consists of K-drama and K-pop.
This has attracted many young people around the world to come to Korea to visit and study. Especially to Asian youths,
Korea is a desirable place that they dream of coming to and experiencing life here in such a beautiful country, with its
advanced society and its rapid growth in education. To adjust to this new Korean environment, international students
need to know some important information about what to expect while living here.

Shopping in Korea
Payment in Korea

Conditions for
study in South Korea

Korean cuisine

When becoming a resident

When reflecting about Korea,

international students get

In Korea there are four distinct

in

Seoul

or

Suwon,

Beautiful scenery

Transport in Korea

In Korea, people rarely use

people usually think about

accustomed to going to the

s e a s o n s : s p r i n g , s u m m e r,

cash as a means of payment.

Kimchi – a traditional food

supermarket to buy various

autumn and winter, so the

newspapers, or magazines,

The main means of public

They tend to use bank cards

here in Korea. Hence you

items because everything

natural landscape here also

studying in Korea is much

transportation in Korea are

to implement payment

will notice several Korean

sold in supermarkets are

changes with the seasons. If

more intense than in other

subway, and bus. The only

instead. So, living in Korea,

dishes consist of Kimchi and

at competitive prices. In

you have only ever watch the

countries. This is due to

thing people need to know

foreign students need to open

salted vegetables. Although

addition, convenience stores

streets of autumn leaves or

Korea’s aim to build its human

beforehand is the direction

a bank account and obtain a

Korean food can be had in

are places that students

seen the snow-covered streets

resource in order to build

of subway, to commute to

bank card in order to allow

many countries and has been

usually go to buy food such

in Korean dramas, when you

its country. After entering

everywhere in and around

for the convenience of buying

liked by many, Korean food

as milk, soft drink, or instant

study in Korea you have the

Korean universities, many

Seoul especially. To travel by

items or travelling by public

can be very spicy, and it often

noodle. Some students in

firsthand experience to see

foreign students realize the

subway and bus easily, there

transportation such as subway

takes a few tries to adjust to

Korea choose to buy local

this wonderful scenery. Also,

differences between their

are various phone applications

or bus.

the taste. However, foreign

foods in tradition markets in

you can visit famous places

own universities and Korean

that aid persons traveling

students usually go to fast

order to save money.

such as Nam San Tower, Jeju

universities based on its

t h r o u g h o u t Ko r e a . W h e n

food restaurants such as Mc

island, Nami island, or ancient

infrastructure. For example,

travelling by subway, there

Donald, KFC, Lotteria or even

palaces.

Korean universities or colleges

will be no traffic jam. Also, the

visit street food stores to eat

are equipped with modern,

amount of time to commute

Tteokbokki, fried chicken,

advanced equipment that

will be correct rather than

f r i e d p o t a t o e t c . Ko r e a n

creates good environment for

by bus. In addition to subway

barbecue is also a famous

In general, to adjust to the new environment of Korea, you need to learn

students to study and carry

and bus, taxi is an alternative

food in Korea, it is so tasty,

more about Korean culture, Korean language, and Korean people to be able

out research.

for people who are in a hurry

and it is extremely delicious

to explore something new while living here. With this experience that I have

and want to minimize human

to enjoy this kind of food with

shared, I hope all international students will have a good life in Korea.

traffic. However, it is slightly

Soju – the most famous type of

more expensive, with the

Korean alcohol. Life in Korea

basic fee starting at 3.000

will not be complete if you do

KRW.

not try all these kinds of food

As you can see from dramas,

mentioned above.
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Hi! My name is José Carlos and I’m from Mexico. You

in its Historic Center which has been declared a Cultural

have heard many negative news about my country, but I

Heritage of Humanity, governor of the night and the

will try to change your attitude towards Mexico.

tours of legends.

Mexico has a population of 125,890,949 million and

Finally, we have arrived at the center of Mexico, where

has a territorial extension of 1,960,189㎢. I would like

the first recommendation is to visit my home in Toluca,

Mexico

to tell you about its unique geographical location.

where I will be able to guide you to historical and

NGO Studies

The country has a great variety of ecosystems ranging

cultural places, parks, and museums. In Mexico City

from the highest mountains to the deep seas, passing

you can visit the Chapultepec Park and the Teotihuacán

through deserts, forests, coastal lagoons, and coral

pyramids - the landmarks of the whole Latin America.

reefs. Due to its altitude and latitude, temperature,

One of the most important natural formations in the

humidity, Mexico’s ecosystem is diverse, heterogeneous,

country is Popocatépetl - volcano in the State of Puebla.

exuberant, and rich, offering a great variety of experiences

This is the state with the largest number of churches

for any foreigner.

built in Mexico. I highly recommend dropping by Taxco

Today, as your guide to Mexico, I would like to introduce

de Alarcón in Guerrero which is recognized worldwide for

José Carlos Bernal
Rosales

Mexico
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the most famous places within my country among others.

Nuevo León. It’s an extensive industrial and business

its silverware and where the buildings are preserved in

I will begin the tour from the Baja California peninsula,

center surrounded by mountains, where the Palacio del

the viceregal style. Also make sure to visit the notorious

which is in the North of Mexico and washed by the

Obispado can be found which is an old Baroque museum,

Gulf of Mexico in the State of Veracruz.

Pacific Ocean. It’s a special place that I would like to

a regional treasure.

Going further to the South of the country, we can enjoy

separate from the rest of the country. It has the most

So, we went to Zacatecas to enjoy the colonial

natural landscapes and colonial buildings. Starting

atypical, original, and rich marine biodiversity in all of

architecture and learned from the old mining industry in

from Selva Lacandona, San Cristóbal de las Casas and

Mexico. Cabo San Lucas, the coast of Loreto, San José

Mexico. In San Luis Potosí you can venture to explore the

Palenque, passing through Yucatan where you can visit

del Cabo and La Paz are the main cities that will leave

rivers, lagoons, and waterfalls of the Huasteca Potosina

the Ninth Wonder of the World - Chichén Itzá. We have

you amazed. Spending holidays on the coast you can’t

which has a surreal garden made by Edward James.

now come to the end of the tour in Cancun, Riviera

miss visiting Sinaloa to enjoy its magical and picturesque

In the state of Bajío the cities like Aguascalientes are

Maya, Playa del Carmen, and Isla Mujeres in Quintana

villages with cobblestone streets that will impress

models of industrialization of the country. León is

Roo.

you. In addition, don’t forget to visit the cities such

better known as “Capital of the skin”, because in this

I can talk endlessly about Mexican culture, natural

as Culiacán and Mazatlán. Traveling by the Chihuahua-

city craftsmen produce shoes manufactured with this

features, traditions, gastronomy, and folklore. But the

Pacific train route, better known as El Chepe, you will

material. What’s more is that in San Miguel de Allende,

most fascinating part of my country is its people with big

travel through tunnels, along curves and over bridges to

named by UNESCO as Cultural Heritage of Humanity,

hearts. If you have an opportunity to travel and enjoy

the Sierra Tarahumara while admiring unique landscapes,

you can find outstanding buildings dating from the

the beauty of the world, I hope I convinced you to visit

the incredible flor, and magical towns that you will

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Queretaro offers

Mexico.

never forget. Have a look at the city of Monterrey in

to us a chance to learn more about history and culture
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August 31, 1991, the day when the Independence of

street of prominent tiled mausoleums, and Ulugh Beg’s

the Republic of Uzbekistan was officially proclaimed,

(fifteenth-century) observatory in Samarkand. UNESCO

has become an initial point of Uzbekistan’s full-scale

World Heritage Site recognizes Itchen Kala as well as

integration into the world. Neighboring the south and

Samarkand as treasures that should be protected. The

the southeastern section of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan’s

main reason for that is its intricately carved elm wood

territory falls on the west of Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan,

columns, glittering tilework with a mix of geometric

and between Central Asia’s two major rivers on the

patterns and calligraphy, delicate flowers, and mosaics

Navruzbek Azzamov

north of Turkmenistan and Afghanistan - SyrDarya and

highlighting a kaleidoscope of blue, white, green, and

Uzbekistan

AmuDarya. With a population of 32 million, the largest

turquoise.

Int’l Business

in Central Asia, the nation is not only the most populous,

Where are you from

but also has the highest growth rate in the region. The

The area of Uzbekistan has been transformed

cultural and historic roots of the Uzbeks date back to

outlandishly on the west and the east because of the

the ancient times.

Great Silk Road. The history of the Silk Road starts
from 138 BC when China opened its borders. Over time,

Explore Uzbekistan

Uzbekistan has reached notable results in the

merchants, missionaries, and conquerors travelled from

development of its industries in a comparatively

Asia to Europe through Uzbekistan and brought with

short period of time – 26 years. Today Uzbekistan is

them new cultures, religions, crafts, and traces that

Central Asia’s largest agricultural producer. It is ranked

still exist. This historical process made the land and

the third country in Asia (After China and India) in

mentality of people more open to other cultures and

cotton production. In manufacturing, Uzbekistan is

nations. Therefore, Uzbekistan is an extremely friendly

Central Asia’s major producer of machinery and heavy

country with welcoming people, who undoubtedly will

equipment. Uzbekistan’s automobile industry, under the

warm your heart with their amiable smiles. These factors

“Ravon” brand, exports cars to more than 11 countries

create a safe environment for travelers to explore any

today.

part of Uzbekistan.

However, this short introduction cannot give a clear

Talking about Uzbekistan, it is impossible not to mention

picture of Uzbekistan’s unique culture and spectacular

its delicious cuisine. It is one of the most savory and

sites. The best way to explore Uzbekistan is to live

various in flavors cuisine in Central Asia. Just names of

there, to be among the warm-hearted and friendly

enticing Uzbek dishes make one’s mouth water. Plov,

people, to see magnificent historical buildings, to shop

manti, shurpa, shashlik, lagman, samsa have such

in peerless bazaars or to taste Uzbek dishes in Chaikhana

appetizing aroma that makes everyone fall in love

(Uzbek unique style teahouse). This kind of uniqueness

with Uzbek food. Words alone could not describe the

of the culture gives exotic experience for foreigners.

feeling when those meals are tasted. Along with the

Exclusively, miraculous historical buildings are popular

dishes on the Uzbek “dasturkhan” (traditional table for

among tourists coming to Uzbekistan. Samarkand,

having meal) we can hardly imagine it without delicious

Bukhara and Khorazm regions are the most common

vegetables and fruits that are grown under hot sun!

points among travelers and locals. In these areas you

Juicy fruits and vegetables on the table are the symbols

can find ancient cities where people feel as if they have

of abundance and prosperity of the Uzbek people.

taken a journey through time. For example, Itchan Kala

Dastarkhan is impossible to be served without greens,

is the major intact walled city in Central Asia, and one

vegetables, fruits, sunny melons, and juicy bunches of

of the most magnificent walled cities on the continent

grapes.

preserved to the present day. Its picturesque, sandy-

50

colored crenelated walls and domed towers look like

I believe that exploration of Uzbekistan would be an

they have been built as movie decorations. The best

impressive and exciting experience for people from all

part includes the boundlessly beautiful Shah-i-Zinda, a

over the world!
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Ajou University GSIS international symposium, titled as Inclusive
growth and sustainable development: Issues and analyses,
was held on December 1st, 2017. All the GSIS students were
Deborah Zongo

excited to listen to and join in the discussion. This international
symposium not only offers a very good chance for us international

Cote d’ivoire

students to interact with each other and exchange our views but

Int’l Trade

it also provides a platform for us to get to know Korea better.

Jie Wei
China
Int’l Trade

Ajou GSIS International Symposium Report

Inclusive Growth and Sustainable
Development

The symposium was started with a keynote speech given

contraception use among adolescents. Therefore, this

by Mr. Hyun-sik Chang, director of Incheon International

method helps in solving human problems. In Ammar

development cooperation center, who expounded and

Zaidan’s speech, inclusive growth and sustainable

analyzed the Korea’s efforts of inclusive growth and

development were shown in comparison with Iraq,

sustainable development. According to his speech, Korea

with an emphasis that put Korea as a role model. The

has stepped out of its poverty status and has become

other presenters talked about the future consumers of

well-developed today from an extreme poverty in just

sustainability, analyzing the reason, consumer protection

few decades. Korea showed a good example of how

and its implementations in development with an

a country should operate ODA properly in order to be

example of Afghanistan. In Afghanistan, the main focus

successful. He emphasized that, nowadays, Korea has

was put on the rights of consumers. Consumers laws in

been transformed from an ODA recipient to a donor. Also

Afghanistan have been created to protect the consumers

as a developed country, the importance of education,

and awareness using qualitative analysis and consumer

health, science and innovation in the Korean mid-term

rights in the Agricultural sector, foreign international

sectoral strategy should not be ignored. The Korea’s SDG

trade, advantages of economy, advantages of foreign

and aid effectiveness are also mentioned. For example,

trade and policy directions in the economy of trade

in the Korea-Peru-Algeria triangular relationship, Korea

therefore international agencies like united nations

government will keep doing the south-south cooperation

have always supported the consumer awareness through

to share economic, human, technological resource with

sensitization which is important in trade.

partner countries.

In addition, Energy and Sustainable Development is also

In addition, the 5 student-presenters’ lectures were also

an important aspect to inclusive sustainable growth and

the essential part of the conference.

development.

Presenter Bertao Renato Antonio introduced the different

In conclusion, the Ajou GSIS intentional symposium,

methods and tools used in designing and thinking about

having a theme of inclusive development and growth,

inclusive development as social innovation, which is

is important in answering key development aspects,

a very new and creative viewpoint. He spoke about

tools and rethinking the global economic aspects

planning that involves critical thinking about the human-

socially, politically, economically and environmental

centered aspects towards sustaining goals and social

ways. Therefore, a big applause should be given to the

cohesion to increase growth, for example this has been

organizers and presenters of this wonderful conference.

used in countries like Malawi in schools to increase
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Sanjita Sharma
Nepal
Int’l Business

A Special lecture
on Industrial
Revolution 4.0
& Health care

I feel honored and fortunate, to have

of us know, the first industrial revolution spanned from the end of the 18th

had the opportunity to attend a special

century to the beginning of the 19th century, during which, the water and

lecture on May 4th. This lecture was about

steam engine were used to industrialize production. In the second industrial

“Industrial Revolution and Health Care”,

revolution electric power was used to create mass production. The third

which was presented by Dr.Wang-Jun Lee,

industrial revolution used electronics and information technology. Lastly, the

the chairman and CEO of Myongji Hospital.

fourth industrial revolution has finally come with the emerging technology

When I was first notified about the lecture, I

breakthroughs in fields like artificial intelligence, robotics, biotechnology,

was curious about the lecturer and couldn’t

energy storage, 3D printing etc.

stop myself from searching about him on the
internet. I was so excited when I found that

With several interesting examples, Mr. Lee emphasized the importance of

he was an experienced and knowledgeable

the fourth industrial revolution in transforming the healthcare sector. For

person, who has been making great

instance, coronary artery disease involving severe blockage in major arteries

contributions and efforts to the field of

can now be treated with a simple procedure called angioplasty, with just

medicine. Hence, I considered this is a good

a small incision in the arm or groin. Several years earlier, the treatment

opportunity, one that I couldn’t miss.

involved a complex and expensive bypass surgery. He also mentioned how
popular actress Angelina Jolie underwent a Mastectomy after DNA analysis

At the beginning of the lecture, Mr. Lee

revealed that she carries a genetic mutation that increases her risk of breast

asked a couple of students about our

and ovarian cancer. “Virtual medicine” is another buzz that is becoming a

nationalities. When I mentioned that I

reality with the advancement of technology. In remote areas, virtual visit is

am from Nepal, he told us he had visited

more convenient for both patient and doctor as it saves time.

Nepal more than 20 times for medical

I was also amazed to know that Mr. Lee has authored several books related

services. I was really touched to know

to healthcare, such as “The creative destruction of medicine” and “The

that his contribution has expanded beyond

innovator’s prescription”, to name a few.

geographical boundaries. He also said that
he had not only visited Nepal for medical

It was indeed a wonderful experience, listening to such a knowledgeable

services, but also many other countries like

and accomplished person who has been continuously working in the field of

Indonesia, Philippines, and China.

healthcare. This lecture gave me an insight on the importance of technology,
in advancing the healthcare sector. I would like to thank GSIS for arranging

The main lecture started with an intro-

such lectures and giving us this opportunity to broaden our knowledge.

duction to the industrial revolution. As most
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Country’’ which took place in front of the GSIS office.

for foreign businesses for years to come. I saw an

There were 19 countries represented (Bangladesh,

interesting topic line of China “Starting a mysterious

Nepal, Ghana, Nigeria, Laos, Rwanda, Myanmar,

journey of China without packing your bags”.

Azerbaijan, Algeria, Ecuador, Ethiopia, Uganda,

They talked about their domestic and foreign policy.

Uzbekistan, Iraq, Egypt, Indonesia, Jamaica, China,

China has 5,000 years of profound and extensive

Maksud Al Kalam

and Kyrgyzstan). Students took part to present and

cultural heritage. I noticed that students were very

Bangladesh

share from their prospective, information about their

curious to know the various countries information

Int’l Business

country with others.

and they wish to visit the different countries as well.

The event started at 11:30 am in the presence of

Not only that, but the participants also exchanged

honorable people such as the Dean of GSIS and head

their information among each other. Every presenter

professors. The event finished at 1:00 pm but due

came prepared to share, to talk and to listen. I found

to huge audience interest, the participants happily

happy faces all around and visitors took pictures /

shared information until 4:00 pm. Most presenters

selfies with participants. Everything from start to the

from countries like Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Iraq,

finish went smoothly and it seemed like the event

Egypt, Ghana, Nigeria, and Myanmar presented the

happened by magic.

Share Your Country

economic condition and energy-related information
of their country. But I found two countries shared

It was a great event with opportunities to exchange

their information differently, focusing on the tourism

information about our Motherland. That openness led

sector of their country. Those two countries were

to communication opportunities which built great

Bangladesh and Nepal. I felt very proud to be a

relationship among countries. I hope this kind of

part of the country sharing event and my group

event will create a positive impact on students and

was the first Bangladeshi participants in this event

professors for academic research, development, and

Do you love your country? It seems like

at Ajou University. We shared the history of our

correlation between countries. Every year Ajou GSIS

an odd question because everybody

independence, traditional foods, and festivals.

took the initiative to host the poster session event

loves their country more than anything.

Majority of my country’s population is Muslim, but

for new students. New students can introduce their

Whenever we get a chance to visit

we believe in secularism. We celebrate our religious

countries to this event, so it carries an important role

other countries or meet foreign friends

festivals together and we think we are the happiest

for the academic carrier. I hope Ajou GSIS will host

we try to share good things about our

country in the world.

this kind of event in a broader range. Best wishes

country, especially when asked. This is

As a developing country our national GDP is rising,

to the upcoming students who will take part in this

one important aspect of socialization

during the last two years it has crossed 7.0%. Blessed

event with their colorful posters as they become a

which makes us feel proud to share

is our country with natural beauty which attracts

part of the GSIS family.

our motherland with others. So, would

tourists. We have the longest sandy sea beach in the

you be happy if you got the chance

world which is unbroken for 125㎞ and it is located in

to present your country in front of a

Cox’s Bazar. I was very surprised after sharing about

culturally diverse audience? Well I am

Cox’s Bazar, that most of the audience have never

one such lucky person who had the

heard of it. However, after hearing about it, they

opportunity to present my country

became interested in visiting the longest beach in

among others. Now I am going to share

Bangladesh.

with you my experience that I received

I also visited other countries poster and learned new

as an international student at Ajou University.

information about them. Oil and gas are the main

On 11 April 2018, Ajou University Graduate School of International

energy resources of Azerbaijan and it’s expected that

Studies hosted a poster presentation event entitled “Share Your

this sector will remain the most lucrative market
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Shanel Green

For years the media has been portraying Africa as one of

The Challenges

the poorest countries in the world. As a result, people are

The ambassador indicated three challenges

left with the misconception that Africa is backwards and the

which the African economy face:

hope for their future is Dim. However, based on a special

I) Africa has energy poverty. Only 20% of the

lecture given by Ambassador II-soo Kim entitled “Energy in

sub-Sahara African population has access to

Africa”, international and Korean students had the chance

electricity. Hence more than 600 million

to hear his firsthand experience of the unlimited potential

of the over 1 billion people living

of this great continent called Africa.

in Africa are without electricity.
Countries such as South Africa,

Jamaica
Energy Science & Policy

Energy
in
Africa

Overview of the World Energy

Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Gabon, Namibia,

the abundance of renewable energy

Ambassador II-soo Kim expressed that he is not an expert on

Senegal have more that 50% access to electricity. II)

resources creates the best conditions

energy, however he has made observations while serving in

The financial gap for development of the power sector.

for green growth. There needs to be a

such countries as Israel, Russia, Kyrgyzstan, Saudi Arabia,

From PIDA (Program for Infrastructure Development

prioritization on the energy sector and

the United States, the United Kingdom and Jamaica, just to

in Africa), 2012, It is estimated that the annual

regional energy integration. There has been a

name a few. Russia and Saudi Arabia are the number 1 and

investments needed to meet the electricity demand

rise in government in the energy sector, which

2 oil producers in the world. However due to the “curse of

in Africa is 40 billion. In 2012 the overall investment

has become second to transportation. There have

oil” these countries have had substantial challenges, such as

in the energy sector in Africa from public financing

been conversations of power pooling in the region.

the distortion of the society and economy. During the 1990’s

was 10 billion USD, ODA (Official Development

he had hoped to see the rise of the Russian economy even

Assistance) 3.5 billion, PPI (Private participation in

Solution

though it had been in decline. Within the 2000s he noted

infrastructure) 6.3 billion and Chinese investment

The Ambassador highlighted a few solutions which

that Russia got a good handle on their economy which was

4.4 billion. This totaled to 24.2 billion USD, leaving

were as follows: I) The creation of an environment

mainly due to the increasing oil prices. In the case of Saudi

an investment gap of 16 billion. III) The negative

financial arrangement for investment. There have

Arabia, the government is now working to diversify the

prospect for financial mobilization. It was noted that

been considerations of having the private sector

economy to focus on natural sources of

economic growth has been slowing down which has

close the energy investment gap. Pension funds,

energy. However, being the number

affected the government’s investment in the energy

wealth funds, private funds including public are also

one oil producer for many years is

sector negatively. ODA financing for Africa is stagnant

being considered for institutional and regulatory

posing a problem. Their oil over

and there is a negative trend among donor nations.

arrangements. II) Optimal utilization of ODA for

the years had brought in too

Africa needs infrastructure but does not have money.

development of bankable projects. ODA is being

much foreign exchange which

designed to jumpstart and lead the development

led to inflation, which in turn

The Promises

of bankable projects along with other international

increased the competitiveness

Poverty in the midst of wonders. There are many

and local banks. III) Political stability, accountability

resources that are yet to be tapped into as it relates

and transparency. Overall the government needs to

While working as a director at

of none oil products.

to the energy sector. There is an emergence of the

overcome the critical barriers for investment and
commit to implementing policies.

the Korea-Africa Center, he got

private sector as the leading source of investment.

acquainted with the energy situation in

The private sector accounts for three quarters

Nigeria. Nigeria once had a growing indigenous

of the total GDP and 80% of employment (AFDB

The Ambassador revealed the reason why Korea is

textile industry. Due to the discovery of oil in the

2017). The Ambassador expressed that public-

interested in assisting African countries. He spoke

1970s and 1980s, the textile industry had declined,

private partnerships and other financial involvement

of Korea’s own struggle to get to the place where it

and oil became the main focus. If oil is properly

will mobilize domestic and foreign private sector

currently resides. They, too, had international help

handled, then the entire country will benefit.

investment.

and were able to overcome adversity, and now it’s

If handled poorly then Nigeria too will have a

The technological prospect is promising, for example,

time to give back in whatever way they can. Hence

similar fate as the past Russian and Saudi Arabia

there has been the introduction of leapfrogging in

allowing Africa to maximize their resources and their

the development of the energy sector. It is believed

economy is part of the Korean ODA strategy.

experiences.

that with advanced technology, cost reduction and
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experience the colorful Korean culture, along with

Events

the festival vibes, you can’t miss the chance to have
fun within specific cultural zones when strolling
around. There were five different cultural zones on
the Ajou campus that you could have visited. Are you
fond of photography or want to be photographed
with a friends’ camera? Go to the photo zone where
Wei Jie

you can see the best view of natural cherry blossoms

China

and decorations. Are you a food lover? The food

Int’l Business

truck zone can completely meet your standard. Are
you crazy about shopping? Spend some time in the
flea market zone and I bet you can find what you

Falling in Love

with Ajou

At
The Cherry Blossom
Festival

How do you determine that spring has come to the

want. Oh you are interested in Korean accessories,

Ajou university campus? Is it the chorus of birds in

aren’t you? The booth zone is the best choice. If you

the trees, the whisper of the warm breeze, or the

are feeling tired after walking too much through the

new-born leaves spreading over the branches? From

crowd within each zone, stop by the entertaining

what I see, nothing symbolizes the arrival of spring

zone and enjoy the K-pop music.

until you see a large area of pink and white colors
on the cherry blossom trees lined along the sidewalk

Open-air cinema

that jumps into your eyes, gently and warmly. Then

On the night of April 9th, a fabulous open-air cinema,

in a cozy and halcyon afternoon, you see people

located on the wide lawn beside the football field,

sitting under the cherry blossom trees and hear

was built as a part of celebrations for cherry blossom

them saying “oh here comes spring in Ajou”, with

festival. Two popular movies, a Japanese animation

big smiles on their faces.Beautiful things deserve to

called Your Name and a musical La La Land were

be celebrated and kept in mind. I assume that’s why

shown from 6 pm to 10 pm.

Ajou Cherry Blossom Festival was created. This year,
the 2-day celebration of cherry blossom festival was

Ajou student club performance

entitled “Merry Blossom”. This ran from April 9-10th

If you thought that was all there was to the festival

on the Ajou campus. Ajou students gathered in their

think again. The cherry blossom festival would not

numbers and international students were given an

have been a huge event without its K-pop elements.

occasion in which to enjoy this pretty season with

On the last day of the cherry blossom festival, the

its incredible cherry blossom views, as well as the

Ajou student clubs showed awesome performances

Korean contemporary culture.

that began at dinner time. K-songs, K-rap music were
highlighted however K-dance took it to the peak.

Picture shooting of GSIS department

The audience showed their enthusiasm by giving the

Pictures are always the best way of freezing the

presenters a big round of applause complimented

important moments and making memories last

with loud screams of cheer. It began to rain however

forever. To capture the beautiful cherry-blossom-

during the performances, but that didn’t extinguish

like faces of everyone, on the first day of the cherry

the fire within audiences’ heart. Finally, the cherry

blossom festival, GSIS professors and students were

blossom festival, 2018 had its happy ending when

invited to take pictures on campus. The photos will

the MC (Master of ceremony) on stage concluded the

be used for the student graduation album, farewell

performances by saying “see you all in cherry blossom

party videos among other uses.

festival next year”. In my view, the end is also
another way of getting started. I believe the precious
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Specific festival zones

memories of the cherry blossom festival are way

If you are a newcomer to Korea and is eager to

more than that. Let’s look forward to it next year!
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Makhmayokub
Choriev
Uzbekistan
Int’l Trade

A New Computer

Nearing the end of my first fall semester, it dawned on

from the GSIS office said of the new lab. We were so

as we use them correctly. Truly, these machines now

me, that the place I have visited the most, so far in Ajou

excited for its opening.

can offer an exciting service once you get to know

Lab to Foster

helped me to log onto my Ajou portal webpage to access

April 11th was the first day that the new PC lab had

mention of the rules of the PC lab, students are

class information, check my email for notifications

opened. I was amazed by the new look of the room

already well-enlightened in them, for example, “No

from the GSIS office and NUBI. I have used the PC room

upon first entry. It is bright and clean, with 8 brand

food and no beverage”.

Our Students’

to complete assignment(s) online, as well as to print

new LG computers on the tables towards the right

lecture slides or articles, by use of the printers. Most

and 2 printers in the corner on the tables towards the

Our university has already declared its goal to be

importantly, it’s a good place to meet friends for which

left. The tables towards the left are equipped with a

among the very best universities. Through this

Dynamism

most times is by chance. I have made many friends there

few plugs for students who wish to use their personal

renovation they are encouraging both foreign and

who are not even from my major. The PC room for us

laptops. There is a bookshelf against the wall towards

domestic students that in order to be the best, our

GSIS students, in my opinion, is more than a room filled

the window. Also, the wall has been painted a bright

environment shall be the best. The new upgraded PC

with computers. It’s like a friend who always offers us a

color and the floors re-done. Students have reported

lab is one bright example that we can be proud of. If

helping hand.

that the Wi-Fi signal is extremely strong and fast.

you haven’t visited our new PC lab as yet, take the

University has been our GSIS PC room. The GSIS room has

their sophisticated programs. Although I did not make

time to discover it and I bet you will be surprised.
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The GSIS office has very quick to understand our student

Now, it is indeed time for students to enjoy the new

Hopefully, the new PC lab, will pave the path of

needs, and took some action by way of renovation.

high-speed computers together with two new multi-

bringing more students together in light of academic

Hence giving the room a more modern look with efficient

copying machines, which I may add, are connected

and social life betterment.

machines. “It’s time for innovation and we want to

to all computers simultaneously. Surely, there will

provide students with modernized equipment” Rachel

be no problem with these copying machines as long
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Akbar Adhadian
Indonesia
Int’l Business

From
MBC
to
the World
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production facilities in Korea. At this location, there is

It looked so real. Another interesting part was the small

an area called “MBC world” which is open for tourists or

museum in the M zone as in it we could see how MBC

people who want to enjoy or feel the K-pop vibe. This

is operated. I tried weather forecast filming with two

Have you ever wondered why Korean drama or

area is divided into 3 sections: M zone, B zone and C

cameras in front of me and I looked like a real news

K-pop is so popular worldwide or have been curious

zone. Every zone gives a completely different experience

anchor in the studio. Some students experienced VR and

as to its origin? From my point of view one answer

such as 3D painting or VR which shows the history of

watch a horror movie. Students who were into K-pop

could be because of the efforts made to broadcast

MBC.

dance ran directly to the “dancing super star” area.

it through Korea’s media companies. One of the

To help us understand the environment, we had a

Apart from above, the C zone is also a fun place to go,

biggest broadcasters in South Korea is the Munhwa

knowledgeable Korean representative as a guide who

especially for those who dream of becoming an actor or

Broadcasting Corporation Known as MBC.

was kindly showing us around MBC world. While following

actress in a Korean drama. In this zone I did a video from

On April 27th, we took a trip led by GSIS staff members

her guidance, I found that MBC world has many places

a real Korean Drama scene.

Jane and Jieun to MBC for our leadership and ethic

to satisfy Korean drama fans. For instance, we took

On the trip to MBC, we not only had lots of fun, but

workshop class. During the trip I genuinely gained a

hundreds of photos in the B zone, a 3D painting room,

we also learnt something from the experience. What

good understanding of MBC. For example, I learned

in which many theme scenes from famous Korean drama

surprised me the most was the effort that have been

about the Korean word “Munhwa”, which means

were painted on the wall which we used as a background

made by the company to introduce Korean culture in a

“culture”. Now, I also have knowledge of MBC’s

for our pictures. Taking photos inside made us feel as if

creative and innovative way. I see that their efforts have

background information which shows that MBC tries to

we were actors / actresses starring in a Korean drama.

paid off based on the millions of K-culture fans around

introduce Korean culture to the world through drama,

After this we were led to the M zone where we had a

the world. I really appreciate the GSIS department for

music, talk shows and other interesting ways.

chance to watch the Big Bang hologram concert with

offering us this precious opportunity to know more about

The headquarters of MBC studio is in Digital Media

very high-quality image and sound. The advanced

this country. What else could help us live a better life in

City in Seoul. There, MBC has the biggest broadcast

technology was so amazing that we truly tricked our

a country if getting to know this country more doesn’t

minds into thinking that we were really at the concert.

count?
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Ibraheem Abdul
Qudus Jamiu
Nigeria
Energy Science & Policy

2018 V-League Home Opening
Football Match

Ajou

VS

University

Dongguk

University

Football (or soccer in American English) is an excellent source of

the team from Dongguk University. The game saw

amusement. This fact has been proven again and again by football

many attempts at goal from both teams coupled

fans. Football can bring hours of laughter and excitement. The

with perfect teamwork of the players which made

football match between Ajou University and Dongguk University

the game a fun spectacle to watch. The Ajou team

was set to kick off at 3 pm in the beautiful spring weather and

made very valiant attempts at scoring but the team

good atmosphere. Refreshments were served by the well-organized

from Dongguk University made a counterattack 30

volunteer team at the entrance to the Ajou University Stadium and

minutes into the game resulting in a heart-breaking

of a very glamorous performance from a group of

blue clappers were given to the Ajou supporters.

goal against the Ajou University side by the Number 6

cheerleaders. After that, it went on with a raffle

The president of Ajou University, Mr. Park Heong-ju, the president

Player, Cho Ik-sung. It all happened so fast.

section in which several prizes were provided

of the Korea University Confederation, Mr. Byun Suk Hwa, the

This goal, which was eventually the only goal in

including the 50,000 won restaurant voucher, the Sk-

president of the sponsorship of Ajou university, Mr. Sam Gu Lee,

the first half, did not dampen the Ajou team spirit.

oil station voucher and the grand prize, a trip to Jeju

and the representative of Ajou university students, Lee Sung Ho

Unfortunately, that was the only goal throughout the

Island.

with several other members of the University Academic staff team

entire match despite relentless efforts from the Ajou

A lucky lady from the Department of Public

also attended the game to cheer for the Ajou football team, as

University team to equalize and possibly win the

Administration won the chance to travel around Jeju.

well as our Dean of Graduate School of International Studies Prof.

game. In the end, it was an enjoyable match with

The rest of the event went on very smoothly thanks

Jay Ick Lim.

the football players displaying their skills at various

to the diligent staffs’ hard work although there was

The official kickoff to the game was done by the four distinguished

free-kicks and corners taken.

one minor injury incident from one of the players.

individuals. The first half of the game started with a kick done by

The halftime events commenced in a showcase
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Jessica Paulina
Arambula Mares

GSIS-NUBI
International Exchange

Mexico
Int’l Business

Exploring the
Han River Parks

the magnificent view while we searched. On our walk

extraordinary scenery of nature and society blending.

trip. It made most of the participants satisfied and

to the boat, we were amazed by the beauty of the

The mind-bending smells of various kinds of food and

happily clambering for more, with a feeling of being

landscape that was surrounding us. we were astonished

coffee coming from everywhere, the shining lights,

back in the port before even having time to realize

to find the huge number of romantic corners, we could

fountains, and environment of people having fun,

it. A great benefit of this trip was that we had the

contemplate with the soft live music that was being

laughing, sharing beautiful moments, left us a magical

chance of knowing and understanding NUBI and its

played simultaneously. Once we arrived at the boat

memory which reached a climax with a sunset so

members. I can claim on behalf of my classmates that

and took off, we had the chance to feed the seagulls

beautiful that it seemed unreal.

this first NUBI trip was a successful one. I would also

on the second floor, which on the behalf of every

like to highlight the efficiency of the efforts carried

participant I would dare to name it as an amazing

As the sun set the weather got considerably colder

by NUBI, making this trip a memorable, joyful and fun

and yet scary experience. One way or another, all the

to the point of forcing us to return. The two groups,

experience, which at the same time has gifted us an

participants agreed on how enjoyable this experience

previously split, reunited and together took the bus,

extraordinary chance to share, not just Korean culture,

From my life at Ajou university so far, I would like to

was, especially on the way it allowed us to get close to

sharing fun and memorable moments as we continued

but all of my classmates and friends cultures. We all

highlight the importance of our first event in Korea

each other, creating new friendships

laughing, taking pictures and talking.

feel extremely honored to have had the opportunity to

with NUBI. This event was a one-day trip where

Amazing pictures were taken, some fun games were

we went on a cruise along the Han River, followed

played (just like the recreation of some scenes from

The contrast of the landscape between the night and

the huge commonly felt thankfulness for the care and

by a visit to a night market. The total amount of

the movie TITANIC), and various conversations were

the day, lead many of the students to suggest NUBI to

dedication to the foreign students. Personally I would

participants including NUBI members was estimated to

held with that marvelous river as a background. All of

repeat the trip on a day with a warmer weather and

like to underline again how grateful I feel and how

be 50 people. Once we had arrived at Han River, we

this helped us to become closer to each other and to

also with the option of staying during the night. This

much this helped me to make new friends and create

found an unexpectedly cold and crowded situation,

reinforce the already existing relations with people we

suggestion arose from our feeling that there is a lot

relations which I would never have had before.

which, despite the inconvenient conditions, did not

had met before.

left to be seen and eaten.

prevent us from continuing our original plan.

Afterwards, we were separated into different groups

take part in this event organized by NUBI, reiterating

The amazing organization and dedication held on this

with our previously selected buddies, with whom we

Throughout the trip it is remarkable; the great

trip makes me believe that future trips will be good or

Although it took us a relatively long time to find the

walked around. At this time, we were unable to avoid

determination carried out by NUBI on the details and

even better than this one.

precise boat we were supposed to take, we could enjoy

gazing at the incredible night view, which displayed

the level comfort we were provided with during this
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Beer party
The “Nuber” event was done as a social in which newcomers had a
chance to interact with NUBI members. then I would say the beer
party was a good opportunity to gathering the hearts from NUBI to
Elena Lenkina

GSIS, from old members to new comers. According to Jiwon Kim,

Russia

the leader of NUBI event-planning committee, in total 85 people

NGO Studies

attended the party on March 29th including our beloved Professor
Troy. Delicious food and drink was made complimentary. I was

During our course of study in Korea, NUBI is one of the groups of

amazed by the NUBI homemade rice balls. During the party we

people who we will feel most thankful towards. They are truly
Jie Wei
China

completely open our hearts talking to each other and exchanged

dedicated to developing the friendship between NUBI and GSIS

our thoughts.

students. They organize and manage many fun events. Let’s reflect
the great time we spent together.

Int’l Trade

Global

Networking

Can Also Be Fun -

NUBI

Events

“Nuber”

Bowling game

After a chilly winter, the new semester has finally come and with

On April 11, NUBI members suggested that GSIS students go

it so has the beautiful fresh faces of new students in GSIS. With

bowling. It was an amazing opportunity for newcomers and old

the purpose of helping new GSIS students get accustomed to their

students to meet each other. Last semester when I had just entered

life in Korea, the first NUBI program titled “Nuber” was held on

the university, a similar event helped me a lot to find new friends.

Saturday, March 17th. The event lasted for 2 hours in the afternoon.

Our evening was very well organized. Taxis were already waiting

Due to the large number of participants and limited room space,

for us at the meeting point, which was next to Yulgok Hall. We had

we were divided into 2 groups then into several small teams so as

reached our destination within 15 minutes. Inside we were surprised

to have the event go smoothly.

with free snacks and drinks. We were then divided randomly into

A very interesting game called “memorizing-describing-drawing”

several groups to play. I think the random separation is the best

was played as an icebreaker. The team with the most points is

way to know new people and become friends. We found out that

awarded with gifts. Hence everyone was trying their best to win.

bowling in groups was just a game, it was a competition! NUBI

Although my team didn’t win the game, we still enjoyed ourselves.

members, trying to take care of GSIS students, prepared vitamins

The next activity was to select random questions from a box and

as a gift for the winners to strengthen their health. However,

have group member give a short answer, for example, answering

everyone eventually forgot about the competition and enjoyed

the question “what do you usually do in your spare time?”. This

the game while helping each other because for some of students,

part was done to help team members know more about each other.

it was their first-time bowling. We all were happy and cheered for

I think it really worked because it allowed us to find people who

those people who made strikes! The atmosphere was very friendly

have similar interests. The “Nuber” event was so fun that we didn’t

and comfortable, that’s why we did not want to go home after the

even notice how much time had flown. But I bet everybody left

game had ended. Hence, we decided to have dinner and stayed

with a smile on their face.

together until late at night. I am sure that everyone enjoyed the
event and can’t wait to see what else NUBI will organize for us.
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of fulfillment and pleasure. We agreeably enjoyed rowing together
and gliding in the sliding rowing boat seats.
In this trip, we were fortunate to have a fantastic day despite our
short visit to this center. This experience increased my enthusiasm
Nabil Sellami

for this outdoor sport. If you ask me my opinion on rowing, I

Algeria

would tell you that it could be regarded as an ideal sport that

Energy Science & Policy

exists to unite people, build team spirit, and encourages a level of
competition which pushes you to a limit that you would never have
thought you would be able to achieve. It is both a collective and
individual sport. Rowing strengthens self-esteem as you can feel
stronger, be in better shape, and the effects are felt in our daily

The Chungju Rowing Academy

A NUBI-GSIS Collaboration

lives by the noticeable improvement of concentration in work.
Hence better results at school. It is an excellent activity to destress from daily life. It can be calming, relaxing, and engaging. It
has also the added advantage of being practiced in very pleasant
sites while being outdoors with friends! This is also another reason I
am interested in it and I am willing to give it a try once more.

Do you long for a trip to discover more of Korea? Do you want to do
an exciting sport as the weather gradually gets warmer? Then let’s
go rowing. I believe this outdoor sport is perfect and beneficial
for fitness, enjoyment, and competition. Chungju, is located at
the exact midpoint of the Korean Peninsula. There you can find a
huge lake which is home to the Chungju rowing academy that was
created by the Chungju rowing association. The academy offers a
daily experience program which aims to foster outstanding athletes
through their experienced staff members.
Would you be excited if I told you that NUBI AJOU had planned a
trip for us GSIS students to experience rowing in Chungju for free?
On a beautiful day on April 28, 2018, NUBI Ajou organized an
excursion that led GSIS students to the Tangeum lake international
rowing center called “MARINA” which houses a wonderful waterside
park. Upon arrival, everyone gathered for a stretching session and
physical exercise on rowing ergometer machines, which were able
to measure our work performance. All of this happened in a very
enjoyable and fun atmosphere. Thereafter, the destination was the
pier by the lake. After being educated on safety instructions, the
56 students were divided into 14 groups with 4 people per team.
We got on the rowing boats and went to explore. We got to explore
the stunning landscape that surrounds the lake with the green
mountains and the golf court. Rowing along the water gave us a lot
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Nabil Sellami
Algeria
Energy Science & Policy

Interview with
NUBI 21st president and
vice president

Interviewees

Interviewer

Hwapyeong Kim

Minseon Jeong

Business Administration

Economics

South Korea

South Korea

Q1	
Could you tell us about yourself in relation
to NUBI?

an arranged interview. The most important criteria

Kim: My name is Hwapyeong Kim, I was a NUBI

dedicated NUBI member. They do not have to be

member last semester and since this semester I was

proficient in English because what is important is

Q6	
In comparison to last NUBI, which aspects
do you think have been improved?

elected as President of NUBI 21 by other members.

their volunteerism.

Each NUBI batch is unique, works hard and always

participation of GSIS students. We must meet the

does their best. What we are trying to do this

needs such as food, drinks, transportation of each

Q4	
How would you describe the relationship
between NUBI members and GSIS students?

semester is to have added value by being more

participant. Through this interview we would like to

organized and make each experience better. One

ask that GSIS students kindly let us know in advance

Jeong: My name is Minseon Jeong, I also was a NUBI
member previously and since this semester I have
been elected as vice president.

must ensure that everything is on track and perfect.

for selecting a person is their willingness to be a

Q8	
What message, suggestion, or useful advice
do you consider necessary to be known by
GSIS students?
As planners, we are struggling with the level of

Some GSIS students have an affinity with NUBI

example of improvement, we improved in terms of

whether they will to join our activities or not, by way

Q2	
Could you please give us a brief
introduction of NUBI?

members as they often take part in our activities

spreading information through a flyer, advertisement,

of the survey that we send before each event. This

which has led to a more permanent relation. By being

and emailing.

will be much easier for us to manage.

NUBI is a volunteer organization which belongs to

friends, we can get to know each other very well and

GSIS, it was founded 10 years ago. The origin of NUBI

have fun together.

Q7 	D o you think there is something to be
improved on in NUBI?

At the end, we would like to send a message to GSIS

Yes, definitely. New NUBI members are not fully

● Be friends with Korean students, develop a close

comes from the word “NUBIDA” that means Go and
Explore. The best purpose is to help GSIS students to
adapt to life in Korea, exchange cultures, and make
a bridge between Korean and GSIS students to build a

Q5	
How do you summarize the most
remarkable responsibilities of being
president and vice president of NUBI?

“tight relationship”.

aware of their roles yet and for that, we are
taking them through orientation with our shared
experiences. In addition, whenever we make

Each responsibility is thought of as hard and

plans, we have to compare with the fall semester

Q3 W
 hat are the main criteria for selecting
NUBI members?

stressful. Our first task was to make a structure for

attendance rate which is usually higher comparing

the organization and show that is well organized.

to spring semester since more students come in that

The candidates who are eager to be part of NUBI

As president and vice president, we have the

period. For next semester, we aim to give even more

will first apply by giving in their resumes followed by

responsibility to manage trips, party and so on. We

high quality events.
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students as follows:
relationship and fun with them.
● S hare your ideas and opinions with us for our
activities.
● Trying to be more active and dynamic.
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